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• Recycling project to
be tested at UMaine
House Committee finds Wright
guilty of 69 ethics violations
WASHINGTON (AP).— The
House ethics committee, with
Democrats .and Republicans
united, formally charged
Speaker Jim Wright Monday
with 69 violations of the
chamber's rules including what
the panel's chairman called "a
scheme to evade" limits on out.
side earnings. .
After a 10-month, 51.5
million investigation, the com-
mittee of six Democrats and six
Republicans voted unanimous-
ly to issue a report finding
"reason to believe" the Texas
Democrat had run afoul of
House rules requiring reporting
gifts, barring acceptance of gifts
from persons with a direct in-
terest in legislation and limiting
outside earned income.
!•1 
_know in my heart I have
not violated any of the rules of
that institution," Wright said
in a speech to a labor meeting
shortly after the ethics report
was released.
He said he had asked "very
urgently, very earnestly" for a
quick meeting with the commit-
tee "to confront them, to con-
front the allegations head-on,
face-to-face. "
At a news conference, com-
mittee chairman Rep. Julian
Dixon, D-Calif., emphasized
,that Wright is plesumed inno-
cent until the charges are pro-
ven, and he underscored that
pros ing them requires a muc,h
higher weight of evidence than
the step taken Monday, which is
the panel's equivalent of an
indictment.
The move set in motion a
series of steps in which Wright
can defend himself and the
panel must prove with "clear
and convincing" evidence that
the violations occurred. That is
likely ultimately to throw the
matter before the full House
where Wrigliesposition as the
nation's highest elected
Democrat, or even his House—
seat, could be on the line.
Wright immediately began
his defense in earnest, operating
what one supporter, Rep.
Charles Wilson. D-Texas, called
"a war room" out of his office.
"At some point we've got to
start figuring out who's on our
side and who's on the other
side," Wilson said.
Drug kingpin fails to escape
MIAMI. (AP) — A helicopter swooped into a
prison's high-security exercise yard Monday and
a convicted drug kingpin jumped aboard, but the
chopper caught a fence and crashed in the yard,
injuring the would-be escapee and his pilot.
Benjamin "Barry" Kramer, 36, a former
powerboat champion serving life without parole
-a& the leader of a marijuana-trafficking ring,
*at his right leg in the accident. The pilot suf-
fered two broken legs and facial injuries.
•
Metropolitan Correctional Center.
Clark said three armed guards watched but did
not react because they did not want to shoot in-
to the prison yard, where a half-dozen men were
exercising. He also said they feared there might.
be a. hostage in the helicopter. .
Most of MCC is medium-security, but Kramer
and about 50 other prisoners were being held in
a special high-security area because they were
considered escape risks.
The two-seater Bell helical-it-et', once -as=
"Kramer apparently was ready, and as soon as ed for military reconnaissance but now used
_the_at.i.kevitef was ihersa_ lie-.jumped right into 
-11e6111-01040gfitrity Of
it," said John Clark, warden at the federal flew into the prison just after 10 a.m., Clark said.
by .Janne Osgood
Staff Writer •
The University of-Maine will begin a paper_ wycling.project_._
on a trial basis Wednesday in three campus buildings.
Scott Hedges, chair of the Task borce on Recycling, said waste
paper receptacles will be placed in three administrative buildings
— Alumni and Neville Halls and in the service building where
Facilities Management is located.
He said people need to change the way they regard resources
like recyclable paper, and the university should try to facilitate the
process.
"The university is always in the public's eye. A recycling project
here will set an excellent example for the community and the
state." he said.
Hedges said paper and paper products will be. "pulled out of
the waste stream" from the three buildings, picked up by custo-
dians, and stored.
The collected paper will be donated to GROW Industries in
Augusta, in affiliate of Augusta Mental Health Institute. There
the paper will be sorted and baled and then sold to be recycled
This project is cif:signed to test the feasibility of res.-ychng at
UMaine, Hedges. said. The project is Hedges brainchild. He is a
sophomore majoring in wildlife management, and he said he has
always had very strong feelings about the protection of thc
environment.
It was Hedges who brought the idea of recycling to the ad-
ministration's attention.
"I felt something needed to be done about campus waste
disposal, and recycling was the logical solution," he said.
After doing a little research, Hedges Wrote to Thomas Aceto,
'.ice president for Administration, about his concerns.
In his letter, Hedges stated that since the per capita waste genera-
tion in Maine is reaching three quarters of a ton per year, and since
Governor John McKernan has ,:alled for a 25 percent state-wide
waste reduction by 1995, the "time is right for the university to
take a whom look at instituting a formal recycling program for
its paper waste." (see RECYCLE page 12).
Bomb explodes while
being inspected
WIESBADEN, West Germany (AP) — A bomb similar to
the one that destroyed Pan Am Flight 103 .rxplodett sv-hile be-
ing examined Monday, killing an investigator in a case involv-
ing Palestinians suspected of terrorism.
The federal prosecutor's office reported evidence contradic-
ting U.S. media reports that a Lebanese-American passenger
inadvertently carried the bomb onto the jet that exploded over
Scotland on Dec. 31. All 259 people on the plane and II on
the ground were killed.
Another officer was critically wounded in the explosion Mon-
day at federal police headquarters, said spokesman Arno Falk
of Bundeskriminalamt, the police bureau.
- It Was not clear whether the bomb was seized in connection
with the Pan Am investigation, but the manner in which it was
disguised was said to be similar.
Asked how police obtained the radio-bomb that exploded on
Monday, Falk replied: "This is in connection with our previous
investigation, but we cannot say more than that."
His reference was to raids in October on hangouts of alleged
Palestinian terrorists in Frankfort and Neuss, a Dusseldorf
suburb, in which weapons and explosives were seized.
Asked about a possible link between the Wiesbaden and the
-Pan Am bombs, Falk said: "Any repOrts to that effect are just
speculation." He repeated official assertions that no
esidence_has been found linking the Pan Am iNnmhing directly.
(see BOMB page 6)
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News Briefs
Walesa calls on Poles to rebuild Solidarity
WARSAW, Poland IAP)
Walesa on Monday. called on Poles to
rebuild Solidarity "skillfully and
quickly" just hours after a court
declared the independent union legal
again and ended seven years of
government suppression.
"1 appeal to all workers and sup-
porters of our union to form. factory
oreani7atidns as soon as possible.
where they still don't exist and to
report their membership in SoliOari-
ty or to join it." said Walesa, in a
statement read in Warsaw by union
spokesman. Janusz Onyszkievocz.
Onyszkiewicz said an independent
union press should begin operating by
the end of the month, and that
Solidarity should get new national__
headquarters in. Gdansk by Tilesday.
"Our effort, desotion and suffer-
ing have not been in vain." Walesa
said in his statement. "Wedefended
our workers' rights, together we are
paving a road to a fully democratic
and sovereign Poland." But, he
cautioned the "day of success" came
in hard economic times. "The Polish
nation is facing tasks which are much
more complex than in 1980. Now we
must undertake a trial of real and
deep economic reform and
democratic restructuring of the
state," he said.
Soviet's to start East German withdrawal
, MOSCOW (AP) —, The first con-
tingent of Soviet soldiers and militarv
hardware to be withdrawn from East
Germany under a plan announced by
President Mikhail S. GorbacheV will
leave May It, the Tass news agency.
said Tuesday.
Gorbachev announced the
unilateral troop cuts at the United
Nations on Dec 7. The withdrawal',
expected to be completed by,. Aug. 15.
the official news agency said.
Gorbachev said there would be an
overall troop reduction of 500,000
men, or 12 percent of the total Soviet
troop strength, and the military
budget would beM_ by 14 percent.
The cuts apply to troops based in
Eastern European countries that are
members of the Warsaw Pact alliance.
Army Gen. Boris Snetkov, who
commands Soviet forces in East Ger-
many. was quoted by Tass as saying
that more . than 10,000 personnel.
about 1,000 tanks, more than )30 ar-
tillery and mortars and nearly 5.000
motor vehicles will be withdrawn
rom the nation before the middle 0!
'August.
Remaining units will be restruc-
tured to take on a more defenOve
posture. Snetkov said.
Maine Day '89 to take place tomorrow
" ORONO. Maine — Maine Day '89.
a tradition dating back to 1935 when
-faculty3 adzuinistrazors and ,taadertts
-roll up their deems and work together
to benefit the University of Maine,
will be observed on Wtdriesday, April
19.
Jennifer Dill, a student from Lin-
coln who is heading Maine Day-ser-
vice projects, said 3,500 students are
expected to tackle jobs such as clean-
ing cupboards and organizing shelves,
painting offices, conducting grounds
work and cleaning up the campus.
As in the past, classes will be
canceled with the exception of those
meeting only once a week. The pro-
jects will be completed free of charge.
- Departments,have been asked only to
provide materials.-
, Dill said the Student Alumni
Association already ha's received pro-
ject requests from 30 persons and is
looking for more. They include pain-
ting offices, moving personal
libraring, raking, painting
walls at Barrows Hall for a new
microcomputer room, filing, and
mailng postcards for the Admissions
Office to potential students who have
been accepted to enter the University.
In addition. Soviet students from.
Kharkos State 'University in the
Ukraine who atilt be at UM for a two-
week cultural exchange under the
U.SAcivliniversity _Pairing _Pick
am_vtittlaiderits in tree-
planting project on campus.
Dill noted at least 855 stildents will
be needed to complete the projects
already presented to the Maine Day
Committee. Student volunteers in-
clude candidates ti-ying out for the
Black Bears football team, she add-
ed. Last year's Maine Day drew 3,000
student participants, .
'Ricky' the elephant celebrates 27th
birthday in Western Hemisphere
PORTLAND, Ore (AP)— The first
Asian elephant born in captivity in
the Westerri Hemisphere in nearly
half a century celebrated his 27th bir-
thday with a peanut butter and whole
wheat cake topped with carrots.
The birthday ..party for "Pack y"
bro—ifl; it nearly 6,000 people to the
Washington Park Zoo on Saturday to
celebrate and sing "Happy Birthday"
to tbe 10-foot-tall 6' 2 ton elephant.
Y. Sherry Sheng. the zoo's director,
said that Packy's birth "was a big
deal" in 1962. because he was the first
Ashateiephant coneeived and born in
captivity in the West in 44 years.
"It's part of family history," said
Shen& noting that some people have
kept "baby" scrapbooks of Packy's
birthday celebrations.
Roger Henneous, senior elephant
keeper, said Packy is the gentlest of
the three male elephants at the zoo,
nen "pretty much of a wimp," and
he delights children who come to sec
him.
Zoo 'officials sa Packy could be
around a long time. perhaps-Ding to
be 60.
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Review
UMaine dancers take audience on 'fantastic journey
by Kimberly Childs
For the Campus
The Univeristy of Maine Dance Com-
pany led its audience on a fantastic
journey into the world of modern dance
during the company's spring concert per-
formance at the Maine Center for the
Art's Friday and Saturday evenings.
The dancers' manipulation of the
choteography, music, costumes and
.amaiiiii - lighting-- techniques
demonstrated the powerful spiritual
nature of well executed dance.
The art of dance acts as a unique ex-
pression of self and as a means of com-
municating various elements of the col-
lective conscience of a culture or
sub-culture.
Dramatic in presentation, emotional-
ly moving and provoking free mental
visualization, the performances were
captivating. Each routine displayed the
exceptional talent and abilities of the
choreographeis and dancers._
The opening number:Bolero',
choreographed by Teresa Tor kanowsk y,
created a romantic Latin fantasy with
precision stepping working in perfect
harmony in numerous patterns of styl-
ed movements upon the stage, depicting
an atmosphere of timeless ritualistic
ceremony filled with the flavor of tradi-
tional Flamingo dancing.
The routine portrayed life m a rough
city neighborhood. gangs and gang con-
flict. romance, and conflicts resolved and
the absurdity of the violence realized as
a result of useless murders.
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Yanira Corea, a Salvadoran activist,
will .speak on the topic of Salvadoran
and women's rights Thursday April 20.
A Salvadoran mother, Corea is now
a coordinator of the Union of
Salvadman Women. She tours the
United States trying to win support for
women's efforts to free themselves in El
Salvador.------
In_1987atibtiot24.the was WARP-
ped by three men as she approached her
car outside the L.A. office of the
mittec in Solidarity with the People of
El Salvador, where she had been a
volunteer worker.
After about four hours of torture and
interrogation about her co-workers, Cor-
ea was released. Refusing to be silenc-
ed, she continues her work with the
UMS.
Because El Salvador's inadequate
medical and public services, Salvadoran
women have little or no access to basic
health information. In response to this
situation, the Salvadoran Women's
Union has launched a campaign to help
women activists meet some of their most.
basic needs.
Corea fled El Salvador in 1981, after
working for three years with an activist
group. With the help of a sanctuary
movement, she went to Los Angeles and
began working with other refugees and
groups opposing U.S. government policy
in Central America.
The 7 p.m. lecture titled, "Women in
El Salvador," is sponsored by the
Women's Center, PICA, Spruce Run and
the Maine Peace Action Committee.
••••*••
The spring concert of the UMaine
Dance Company exemplified 'dance' in
its multi-dimensional capacity — as a
form of art- and in its ability to tell a
story and communicate a message —
bringing forth an emotional respOnse.
The concert drew large numbers and
succeeded in sharing the beauty of dance
with its audience, inspiring, as well, an
appreciation of the arts.
'Emotional Time-Line-‘soreograph-
ed and performed by Joe Ritsch and
Zimba — -powerfully provocative
and daring, sensual and ultra-modern —
set a new wave mood to the progressive
music of the band New Order.
In 'Another Man Done Gone:
choreographed by John a
message voicing concern the well be-
ing of all of humanity and a desire for
peace among all people seemed to be
part of thyukterlying theme of this uni-
que routine.
In the grand finale, 'Westside Story',
choreographed by Vicky and Alex
Cooke the audience witnessed an
energetic and dramatic performance bas-
ed on the Broadway musical.
New Arrivals at Rose Bicycle
1989 CT and MIELE
Mountain and road-bikes
36 A Kiln Street
New expanded hOLIM beginning April IT
Mon & Fri 10:00-5:00, Sat 9:00-4:00
Thes, Wed, Thurs 10:00-8:00
dilim•MINIMMENi
John Cafferty And The
Beaver Brown
tala
Tickets:
$3 Maine Day Participants
$9 General Public
Wednesday, April 19th
8:00 p.m.
at the Field House
UMaine, Orono
with special guest
In The Flesh
Maine Day ParticpataaftcaaAmy !ideals with
buttons on April 19th:
1190 - 1.00 pm. at Barbecue
200 p.a. tit @bowline Ralalhottaa
General Public Tickets available at the: •
Grasshopper Shop, downtovm Bangor -
ROC Office, 3rd floor Memorial Union, UMaine
Student Activities Office, Colby College
* for more information call 581-1760
581-1761--
sponsored by:
EAST, WEST, SOUTH,
CAMPUS AREA BOARDS
, THE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
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South African journalist talks about apartheid
Christina Koliander, a Daily Maine
Campus reporter, recently spoke with
Joseph Thloloe, a South African jour-
nalist. Thloloe visited the University of
Maine last week, meeting with classes
and giving lectures. He is the editor of
The Sowetan, the largest black
newspaper in the country. The following
is the transcript of the inters iew.
Q: Can you define apartheid for people
who don't know what it is or define
apartheid in South Africa as you see it?
A: Apartheid is a separation, a
stratification of society, by a race in
terms of South Africa's laws, where the
most priveleged and the most powerful
are the whites, four million whites
And immediately after them, 900,000
Indians. And the third layer consists of
three million coloreds, that's people of
mixed race. At the bottom of the pile, 26
million indigenous Africans. Now, this
is a heirarchy of power and privilege.
And that structure is what you find in
apartheid.
-At What wag Ike kin or the air you
Obis PIO WI INGO Africa? %Vas
Ow Nuke In Ile air, boom, youtay
Imp row dagle day? •
At' Do you mom ia the country?
Yes.
A: There is a sense of crisis and its
there all the time. It bursts out into the
open occasionally and then it recedes
back into its shell. But the tension is
always there. I remember when I was
leaving, it was at the height of the rent
(strikes). People refusing to pay rent and
the local authorities were evicting peo-
ple and you would get communities tak-
ing the people back into their homes
breaking the local authorities' locks and
putting them back, and recollecting their
electricity legally, and doing constant
battles between the police and yOuthS-,
who were trying to force people into the
houses when they were being evicted by
the local authorities.
Q: So in Soweto. would you say there
are riots every day?
A: Not quite riots at this point. It's
leveled out now. It's not at such an ex-
treme point. But the anger is there. You
can feel it all the time.
Q.: The anger of the whiles *salmi the
blacks?
A' Yeah.
Q: (.'ould you describe what it is like
being a black in a country that is ruled
by such a small minority of whites? How
do you feel about that?
A: ,Angry all the time. Angry and
frustrated. les-so difficult to understand
how one man can do this to another and
feel nothing about r. All we get are
patroruzing pats on the back. And if you
probe deep enough, you will find that
whites have got this fear of the country.
turning into a desert if blacks take over.
But again, it means thes have absolute
contempt for me and that's what makes
me feel angry all the time.
Q: Since your superiors at the
newspapers are white, how do you feel
working for a white?
A: I work because I've got to live, I've
got to eat, I've got to drink, to have a
roof, et cetera.
Q: Chalices are being a black, a white
would be your superior"
A: In fact, a recent survey of the South
African economy indicated that 99 per-
cent of the assets in the country are own-
ed by whites and only one percent by
blacks.
Joseph Ildoloe
Q: lou said recently you think that
South Africa isn't as important as it us-
ed to be, as it was a coupk years ago in
the tailed States?
A: I was saying it dropped in tne
American priorities. In 1985-86,
Americans were very worked up about
apartheid because of the pictures they
were seeing on television, but now it's -
dropped where people don't seem to
cart.
Q: Do you think there'll be a time
when a little child in South Africa will
grow up and not know what apartheid
is? Do you think apartheid will end?
A I'm definite it's going TO end.
Q: In your lifetime maybe?
Yeah, hopefully in my lifetime. If
I didn't have this hope. I wouldn't be able
C..' ?to on.
Q: Do most blacks in South Africa
have that?
A: Yes, we have this hope. History is
on our side. That's very definite.
, Q: So. if apartheid is to est how can
it end?. Whet will be done to mid it?
A: There is going a number of
pleasures on white South Africans, that
are going to make them start question-
ing if they can continue paving the price
of apartheid.
Q: lou said that you -Debe*e that
Nielson Mandela will be rekased?
A Yeah. I'm consinced he will he
lc-leased It's very imminent I think the
gosernment is looking for the right for-
mula boore he is released and is work-
ing out
Q: What do black South Africans
think of Whisk Maradela?
A. I haven't been home since
September when tills ^hole story broke
out about her.
Q: Eves when you were there, well, I
should maybe ask, how are weal.*
treated in south Africa? Are 'hey with,
same basis as men?
A: Yes, they are on the same basis as
men. Winrue was respected lartely
beCause of her husband, because of the
suffering she has gone through being
-without her husband since 1962, and
because of the government's own h irass-
ment of her, she's been thrown .n jail
So all these things added up make the
flee THLOLOE page 61
ic 
Over half the student population lives off campus.
We need strong representation.
Elections  
for
OCB President-and VicT resident
Elections for OCB President and Vice-President will be held at the end of April
(date to be announced). To be on the ballot, you must pick up petition forms at
the Student Government Office, 3rd floor Memorial Union. Petitions must be
completed and returned by Monday, April 24 with at least 25 signatures of off
campus students.
-
The Off-Campus Board (OCB) represents off-campus students by actively promoting their
continuing involvement in campus life. Strong leadership is needed to give our vital organization
direction to prevent bureaucratic strangulation and red tape on campus from isolating a large-section,
of the-student body and causing disillusionment (and apathy) in the off-campus student population.
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PS/2 - top of the charts!
For a limited time,Nou have your choice of three IBM Personal Svsten‘ 1/2 --
models at a special cam us price. These PS/2 models are on the top of the
charts in quality and a, stop in and 'see us tOdayr  
1••••
PS/2 Model 30 286
The 8530-E21 includes 1 Mb
memory. an 80286 (10 MHz)
processor. one 3.5" diskette drive
(1.44 Mb). 20 Mb fixed disk drive.
IBM Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4 0. Microsoft Windows/
286, Word and hDC Windows
Express' Software is loaded
and ready to go!
PS/2 Model 50 Z
The 8550-031 includes 1 Mb
memory. an 80286 (10 MHz) proc-
essor. one 3 5" diskette drive
(1.44 Mb). 30 Mb fixed disk drive.
IBM Mouse, IBM Micro Channel
Architecturerv, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows,286,
Word, Excel and hDC Windows
Express. Software is loaded and
ready to go!
PS/2 Model 70 386
The 8570-E61 includes 2 Mb
memory, an 80386 (16 MI-41
processor, one 3.5" diskette drive
(1.44 Mb)., 60 Mb fixed disk drive,
IBM Mouse. IBM Micro Channel.
Architecture, 8513 Color Display,.
DOS 4.0 Microsoft.Windows/386,
Word, Excel and  hDC _Windows
Express. Software is loaded
and ready to go!
I List
Price
$4,122
$4,751
Your
Price*
$2,399
$2,799
$7,751 449
•
This Otter is  limited to qualified. students : faculty and statt vvrio order an IBM PS 2 Model 8530-E21, 8550-031 or 8570-E6f on
Or before June 30, 19-P331 Prices quoTed CIO- not ir--1-tru-de-sales tax handling and Or processing charges:the& with your sctooT-2- —
regarding these charges. Orders are subject to availability IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time. without written notice.
( MICROCOMPUTERRESOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER'
11 SHIBLES HALL, UM
MIMS
4= = 
MIME,
IMIN. MEM
- 1/
- 1Millk MM
MI NS
IMMO IV
SIMI •
•BMPe,soea Syste— 2 a^ic PS 2 re •eg sirreo 1,acte^"arks t ,r440Ma4,0°11+. PUIPrteSS MSC" 'QS C,OfpOrabOn IBM WV, Cry/ran, AlfEnct•Ctur, IS a trademark or SIA 
Corporation
'Amu)* s a •ec stereo tyaott",a,i; or the 1.4;crosort Corporation ;11X WIXOM EiVIIISS is a tradernterai Or traill nOC CORIOuter COMOrlibon
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Letivitton man located on 1U* York, Canadian border
LEWISTON, Maine (AP) — City of-
ficial Waiter McGuire Jr., who became
the subject of a nationwide search after
vanishing early this month, was found
Monday walking through the woods at
the Canada-New York border.
"He tried to avoid the customs, I
guess, and he went down a logging road.
But apparently, they have electronic sen-
sors, and he set those off," Lewiston
police Capt. Laurier Denetre said.
Family members expressed relief that
McGuire, 24, was found unharmed, and
-
Lewiston officials indicated McGuire
would possibly be able to retain his job
as code enforcement officer.
"I'm just glad he's okay," said
brother Richard McGuire of Westbrook.
"I'm sure there's reasons he had to go.
I'm just happy he's home."
McGuire carried a knapsack but no
money or food when he was detected on
the border. Relatives made arrangements
for him to take a bus to the family home
in East Middlebury, Vt., and hoped
McGuire would decide to go there.
f1)14 iiii4114121
Bangor. Very quiet I BR. newly renovated
single apt. Newly furnished. Private entrance.
Perfect for non-smoker,w out pets. Available
May 15 or June I to September I. Asking onl‘
$250,month plus utilities. Deposit and 3 month
Lease requested. Call Joe at 941-9382.
McGuire, who was not arrested, told
the U.S. Border Patrol at Champlain.
N.Y., that he had left Lewiston because
"he needed some time by himself,"
Dehert re said.
McGuire told officials he was on foot
because his car had run out of gas bet-
weeueLcMontreal and Trois Rivieres.Q
McGuire's immediate supervisor,
Code Enforcement Director Gildace
Arsenault, said officials would have to
meet and discuss whether McGuire will
be asked to keep the job he had held
eight month. Arsenault said he did not
believe there would be a problerrr if
McGuire wants to come back.
"Vse are happy he is among the us-
ing," Arsenault said. "He is .very
caring individual. He wouldn't have in-
tentionally taken off and hurt the
number of people he did. He must have
been under severe emotional strain."
McGuire was last seen the morning af
April 6, and the person who saw him
said he appeared to .be on his.. way to -
work___OffiCials said he apPare-ruls
Hand Or Fist
cd one check in Lewiston and another
in Bangor before crossing into Canada
that same day.
In the next few days, police and of-
ficials using a Nays helicopter searching
extensively but found no sign of
McGuire. Nothing was missing from his
apartment and there was no sign of a
struggle, so police had not suspected foul
plas
•Thloloe
(continued from page 4)
(people) respect her.
What I found very frightening was Inc
media's coverage of the controverrs
around her. I thought that was very had
She was convicted bs the media rye!:
before she Was arrested. L p to now, sn..
still hasn't been arrested, but some, .
think a tetsvision station. called ner
murderer. •
It is frightening the way the network,
and the newspapers covered inc slot%
around her Up to this point, she stii.
hasn't been arrested
Q: Vs hat do you think of the
journalism here. Do you think that it 1,
tou nosy or %en.ationahzrd perhaps
I've found American journalism '-
probing.
It's very good journalism. Especialk
in the transitions that are made from the
old style journalism to the new style to
compete very well against the television
My only problem with it IS very provok-
ing — it must be American to make the
pages.
•Bomb
continued from page 1 ,
• with terrorism suspects in West
Germans.
Brunhilde Spies-Mohr. a
If you know your way around a keyboard—typewriter, word processor or computer—
we know a way to make your knowledge pay off this summer
Just register with us at Kelly Temporary Services
We've got the kind of summer jobs you'll love to get your hands on
Choose your own assignments. Work as much as you want Or as little as
you need.
And if you're not a keyboard wizard, there's still plenty of work to go around
Receptionist. File Clerk Accounting Clerk. Product Demonstrator. Stock Handler.
Check the white pages for your nearest Kelly office. Itsioesn't cost you a
thing to register. And chances are we can
help you make the coming summer
months everything you want them to be,:
Ridgy rewarding.
CON IF" Seertirea, let--
4 —
AulyTemporaryServices
Psi-The first And Do Int
spokeswoman for the police agency. said
in a statement: "During investigation of
a suspicious device suspected of contain-
ing explosises, a detonation occurred.
The material that exploded was, des ice
obtained during investigation ot_Palesti-___-:
_
aim terrorists.
- - • A- second expiosive device was cVsarrn-
ed without incident after part of the
; Bundeskriminalamt building wasi._
evacuated as a precautionars measure.
the statement said.
Spies-Mohn said the federal pro- ,
secutor's office in Wiesbaden was in-
vestigating the explosion at police head-
quarters. No one answered the telephone
at the prosecutor's office Monday night.
Investigators in the Pan Am case have
the bomb exploded when a
detonator sensitise to air pressure set off
plastic explosives packed into a radio-
cassette player stored in the cargo. hold
An identically disguised bomb was
among the materu:seized-Ott.-26-iri
Frankfurt and Neuss. Two Jordanian
men arrested during those raids, Abdul
Fattah Ghadinfar and Hate/ Kassem
Dalkamoni, are in jail.
In a report last week on the Pan Am
investigation, CBS News quoted U.S. of-
ficials it did not name as saying Khalis
Jaafar, 21, unwittingly carried the bomb
in his checked baggage.
It said_lhe bomb was placed in
Jaafar's suitcase by a re-batty-T-6r:
Dalkamoni, an alleged agent of the Peo-
ple's Front 
--for—t-he
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versi_of two more bodies delays charges
MATAMOROS,- Mexico (AP) — The
discovery of two bodies near a ranch
where 13 mutilated corpses were found
last week delayed the filing of Mexican
,:harges Monday against members of a
human-sacrificing cult, officials said.
The cult also is suspected of killing the
newly discovered-victims.
"No bodies of suspected drug traf-
fickers missing since May were unearth-
ed Sunday on a collective farm two miles
south of the Rancho Santa Elena, where
13 corpses were found last week.
The two victims, Moises Castillo, $2,
of Houston and Hector de la Fume, 39,
who lived on a small communal farm
west of Matamoros, did not appear tor-
tured or mutilated like the others, of-
ficials
Castillo's father, Hidalgo Castillo. 76,
of Brownsville, said he found 570, a pair
of eyeglasses and a passport in his son's
pocket when he helped police dig up the
bodies.
Formal Mexican federal charges were
to have been filed Monday against four
men in custody here, but the new deaths
complicated the case, said Jose Piedad
Silva Arroyo, Mexico's chief federal nar-
cotics investigator for northeastern
Ihrnaulipas state.
Silya said authorities were considering
adding the latest victims' deaths to the
murder, kidnapping, drug and weapons
charges already pending against the four
subjects..
"It's a big case, not simple, and there
arc a lot of details to attend to before we
THE DEPARTMENT OF PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCES
AND
THE SuSTAINABLA AGRICULTURE PROGRAM
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••••ni t hem,sen and Plant \utrii..,n
Integrated Farming ••••frosa•
Pritst-wdes and the in.sr”nnsent
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\\ant d piece of the ROC
Program Chair Responsible for
Wednesday and Thursday movies, the
free dances and other programming.
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Refrigerator Chair: Responsible for the
renting of the friges and the selling of
the. carpets.
kcittlir-flesponsible-fix-tlie 
of flyers and minutes, also keeping
track of files.
take them before the court," Silva
said.
Although relati‘es disputed the
description, officials said the two newly
found victims were drug traffickers
somehow involved with the cult allegedly
led by Adolfo de Jesus Constanzo, 26.
and Sara Maria Aldrete, 24.
Constanzo, a Cuban-American who
lived for a time in Miami, and Aldretc,
a Texas college student who authorities
said lived a double life as the "witch" of,
the ritualistic cult, were at large Monday.
The elder Castillo said he, first
suspected his son might be buried at the
communal farm after children told him
they saw something suspicious there.
"They said, 'Look over there. There's
a hand sticking out of the ground:"
Castillo said.
But Castillo said he avoided digging .
it up until after the 13 bodies were
discovered last week at Rancho Santa
Elena. about a mile south of the border
swie
OWAEI
'OK SCGIANO Family OffertS
YOU' AutneNtic Hallam Cuisiric.
ltaliaN ANtIpastos Pasta,
Veal. ltaliaN SeafooD. Homemabe
Pastnies,4 Expnesso COffCC
MEETING
ROOMS
A VAILABLE
•. SUMMERTIME
OUTDOOR PATIO
AVAILABLE -
Visit Our New SObtirio Venetian
Sunroom For Cocktails.
HOURS:
Monday - Friday 11 am. - 10 p.m.
Saturday - Sunday 4:30 p.m.- 10 p.m.
CALL AHEAD FOR TAKE-OUT SERVICE
t 735 MAIN STREET 01
942-1240
•
Tuesday_Night Special
-T H ESE, ARE PAID POS I T IONS
ciftet_e_is-_an___allplication required: \ ou ran liii
ot*okit A r the ROC (attic,. -
if the Peo-
rail& or 
3rd floor—Memorial Union.
airs quecritino)k,p," can
1760
N
residents
on
campus
„. •
4
Pasta
 
Till
Bustal
Only $5.95
Spaghetti, fettucini, and zita,
sauced to your hearts content.
Served with a crisp garden salad.
• restaurant
28 Mita Orono, ME 04473 207/866-4200
 rN 
_
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data
systems
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON
SUPERSip0 TM
ROAD
RUNNER
SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PRICING! '-
40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE
GREAT PERFORMANCE
GREAT PRICE
ZENITH-INNOVATES AGAIN-
WITH THE NEW BATTERY-DRIVEN SUPERSPORT 11"
TO TAKE YOU BEYOND YOUR UMITS
• On-Road, Off4loadf1exibi1ity •-galterv POwer To Go The Distancti • As Easy To Read As It Is To Carry.
Small, lightweight, flexible and economical. That's the beauty' of the new SupwsPort from Ali it h Data Systems—today', leader
. _
i n b.atterv-4verated portables: •
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
MICROCOMPUTER
RESOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
11 -SHIMS HALL, um
(207) 581-251()
AmerKari Express VISA MasterCard Credit Candi Accepted
data
systems
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON*
VW. lenth Data SvMeriiN
't
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Over 16 million adults have learning disabilities
by Emily Peebles-Seibert
For the Campus
"ht eht degining Gob creatteb eht
snevaeh anb eht earrth. Now eht earrth
saw formmles ant' vtpme, bark nnes saw
over eht surrface of eht hem, ant' eht
spirit of Gob saw hoverring over eht wai-
ters. And Gob sash 'fel (her he liht' anh
ther saw
Pretend for a minute that you're in the
fifth grade and you have a learning
disability in the area of reading.
• Every page of your reader and
geography and science books, the word
problem* you encounter in math, the in-
stnictions on how to assemble the model
car kit you got for your birthday and
how to send away for the special prize
pictured on your cereal box, and even the
1)r. Seuss picture books your little sister
'It's important for children
to realize that they are not
alone.'
0. J. Logue
recics through are as confusing as the
first paragraph of this article.
The sideotapc "I'm Not Stupid" was
shown March 12 in the University of
Maine's Memorial Union as the second
event in the three part series offered bs
the University's Employee Assistance
Program to help people who base
children with disabilities.
EAP's Dr. Polly karris said, "As we
spoke of last week, many times as
parents we have visions and dreams of
what our children will be like. And when
we have a special needs child many times
those dreams get shattered, certainly
altered. And we're dealing with the loss
of that and looking for new directions
and ways in which to go."
O.J. Logue, University of Maine coor-
dinator of services for students with
disabilities, said that there are 1.9 million
children with learning disabilities in the
public schools.
Each year 50.000 graduate from high
school. There are also 16 million adults
with learning disabilities, many w ho
have never been diagnosed.
"They go through life," he said.
The educational system fails them or
they fail the system. Employment oppor-
tunities are usuafly very limited.
And there's a lot of frustration."
"Socially there's a lot of problems
related to their self esteem and feeling
that they somehow are failures. "
The American Association for
Children with Learning Disability
defines specific learning disabilities as
"chronic • condition of presumed
neurologic origin which kick-lively in-
terferes with development, integration
and/or demonstration or verbal and/or
nonverbal abilities. Specific learning
disability exists as a distinct handicapp: _
ing condition in the presence of average
to superior intelligence, adequate scn
,ors and motor development and atic
quatc learning opportunities."
Logue said that some of the common
areas of disability are reading, writing,
math, the ability to pay attention,
auditory perception, short term auditory.
memory, visual perception and reason-
ing ability.
"It has nothing to do with in-
tellect," Logue said. 'Some of :he
TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY PROJECT
COURSES MAY TERM AND FALL 1989
May Thrm:
ISO 251 Transportation and Social Change
• •
MondayBgi 9:15 A:KT/ nixin •
161. Hall
terdphn siti4-y-rot the te6no1ogica1 d&floprnerif and
.:social impacts of raiLair.and automobile transportation
'Taught by engineers.social scientists.and humanists Includes
one or more field trips
Fall Thrm:
TS0 398 [011 Technology and the Environment
Tuesdays and Thursdays. 12 30 • 1:45 PM
Professor Sherman Hasbrouck
Seminar on the historical interplay -between tedinology and both
natural and Urban env-I-torments.
ISO 398 1021 Patterns of Invention
Tuesdays. 310 • 5.40
Professor Pan Kane
Study of invention at both historical and technological
lex* from the light bulb to the laser
t For further. information see the Proiect DirectorProfessor Howard Sept- 280A Steven Hal1.581-1920
brightest people I've met are learning-
disabled. "
Logue advises anyone who wants to
conceptualize learning disabilities to
think in terms of the brain processing
information,
"What happens to the 'brain is the
stimuli go in and there's a sort of cross
of wires. They call it a faulty wiring type
of situation."
Logue said that it's important for peo- -
pie with learning disabilities to learn how
to compensate for their areas of
weakness. It's important for them to
realize that the disability is nobody's
fault. And it's important for them to
realize that many other people are in the
_MIK_ situation.
'les important for children particular-
ly and adults too to realize that they are
not alone," he said. "That they don't
haver carry on the stigma that they are
different or dumb or what have you."
Interested in writing a guest column?
Contact The Daily Maine Campus,
Suite 107A, Lord Hall, UMaine
.0000000000000000000000000o.
Bike Mechanic Wanted-- •
•
0000
Experience Preferred
Pals Bike Shop
Twin City PIN& Brewer
989-2900
/00000000000000000000000000
REALTY WORLD'
Why Pay High Rent? - Come see this
charming three br. home close to
campus. Enjoy your privacy for
$50,000. Call Norma Priest
827-7834 or 947-1101.
Close to Campus - 2 br. mobile
home all set up in a great
Old lbwn Park. Reduced for
quick sale $16.800. Call
Judy 947-1101 or 848-2689.
REALTY WORLD' —1st Realty
416 Stillwater. Bangor ME 04401
Bus: 947-1101 Res: 827-7834
LAST CELANCE TO
RESERVE YOUR APARTMENT FOR NEXT FALL
AT/EVERGREEN
In
"The Woods"
We are now taking acOlicatioris on-these fully furnished I
bedroom apartments. Located on a lovely wooded site in
Orono. Consider sharing with a friend and cut your rent
in half. References Required. $475 plus utilities
For particulars call:
Maine Suburban Properties
.P.O. BOX 269 LEVANT, ME 04456 _
(207)_ 884-7464
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Editorial
A new facility
is needed now
..*.
The General Student Senate has proposed a plan fora new student center. The student population at theUniversity of Maine has out-grown the Memorial
Union and this new facility is needed. .
But there are some problems with the proposal.
The GSS plan, which will be put to the students for a
vote April 25, asks students to-pay between-S.40 and $100 a
year until half of the funds needed for the project MC tais-
ed -- an estimated $6 million dollars. With a student
population of 12,000 it would take at least six years to
raise the money. _
That's too long to wait. The 'Memorial Union has not
accommodated the students needs for over twenty years,
they can't afford to wait six more years.
Students who will be paying for the la.ility won't ever
see it completed. A two or three year pran would be
understandable, but this proposal asks next year's freshmen
class to pay for a facility that they will never even see
completed.
The $6 million is only half the estimated cost of the pro-
ject. Who will pay for the other half? Before students start
handing out money they should krovi where the rest of the
money is coming from.
Having students pay for part of the costs is a good idea,
because then the building will mean more to them. But the
portion they are being asked to pay is too much.
Other sources of revenue need to be found.
The university budget is tight and .there is little chance
of squeezing more money out of a legislature that already
has a poor opinion of President Lick.
But through private donations and other sources, a
baseball clubhouse that has been compared to professional
facilities, and additions to the Alfond Arena and the
Memorial Gym have been built.
Why can't private funds be found for a new student
center? Wouldn't alumni be willing to donate money to a
project that benefits all students?
A new soudent center is needed but the cost to students
is too much, and six years is too long to wait.
A quicker and less expensive solution needs to be found.
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Gimme a little credit.
Something strange happens
to all students when they reach
their junior year. All at once up-
perclassmen become fair game
to every bank, gas company and
department store that exists (or
subsists).
Soon your mailbox becomes
overflowing with credit card of-
fers: sign on the dotted line and
you get the credit card, plus a
free trip to anywhere in the con-
tinental U.S.! Or return the
detachable portion and receise
ten free gallons of gas (void
where prohibited).
Of course, they also send you
a wonderful letter that tells you
how this offer is good for only
the next two days and how you
must establish your credit
NOW! before you graduate.
Heaven knows that you don't
want to graduate without own-
ing at least 10 or 15 pieces of
plastic.
So, you take their -offer
because you definitely want to
establish that credit before it's
too late and this is the easiest
way so far (regardless of what
Mcim tries to tell you). YOu sign
on t4-.dotted line (without ac-
tually reading the extremely fine
print that explains the 22 per-
cent stuff and how they have the
right to your first born child or
your new couch if  you get 
-behind- in Sour payments) and
send the detached card back to
the company. How simple!
In approximately-four weeks
(during which you realize just
how many things you absolute-
ly can't Ilse without and will
have to put on your new VISA
when it arrives) you go to the
mailbox and there it is. It is so
beautiful, all shiny, crisp and
just yearning for you to sign the
back of it, which you do within
seconds.
Cynthia Beckwith
I don't need to describe what
happens next since it is normal-
ly quite ugly, but it involves a
great number of moments of
weakness, two weeks of con-
tehtment, followed by. a gross
feeling in the pit of. your
stomach when the first bill
arrives.
You vow that you will never
do it again. Then you go to the
mailbox and there is a great of-
fer from Motnl. But this is dif-
ferent, you think to yourself.
This I'll only use in emergency
situations when I'm running out
of gas and money and have no
choice Once again you suc-
cumb and get out the pen. Then
you. seem to find yourself in
those emergency situations
almost every week:-
_Latin begin_ta_arrive_from
Texaco, Exxon, Citicorp, Fleet,
Bank of- Americac:and don't
ever forget American Express,
boy can they ever entice stupid
college students:. You begin to
dream about credit card offers.
Once you do establish credit
with these companies they begin
to search for ways to get you to
buy more and more. Let's take
Mobil for example. Mobil sells
gas, right?
but did you know that
with your Mobil card you can
buy  ,any number_ 91_,littTe
• II
goodies that they will (free of
charge) describe to yoq in a
huge packet of sheets (why they
don't just staple them all
together and make a catalog I'll
never know) that the mailman
has to stuff in your mailbox
every month. We're. talking
compact discs, slippers, clock-
radios, sunglasses, snake things
that keep drafts from coming
through your doors, towels and
of course china figurine collec-
tibles. All from a gas company.
Car companies are getting in
on the, scam too. Toyota sends
everyone a brochure describing
their cars land just how many
of us can afford a Toyota Supra
when we graduate, huh?) and
how they will finance for you.
---WkatT-a bahgain! And then
from the credit card companies
other people get your name and
mailing address. Which allows
them to get your phone number.
Soon every evening at 6:15 you
get a phone call from someone
who is trying to sell you
magazines, fake Tupperware or
a trip to the Bahamas. They red
off strings of sentences and
never allow you to get a word in
edgewise for fear that you might
say "No thanks". (I have learn-
ed how to deal with these ones.
Now I ask, "Is this going to cost
me anything?" At which time
they mumble, "Well, yes...but if
you..." I then say "No
thanks'-'--d- hang up).
My only question is this: Do
these companies really stop of-
fering credit to you when you
graduate? I really hope so
because I'm running out of lit-
tle slots in my wallet to put the
stupid things:
Crnthia Beckwith is a senior
majoring in journalism who
wants an A (although she'll take
a 13, in astronomy for bans able
to distinguish between-- Mars
and.41debaren when some Peo-
ple couldn't.
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Mothers' rights
lb the editor:
, Can't help but agree with
your editorial today (April
12) regarding pro-choice.
However, why in the world
do elected judges restrict the
woman's right only for
unborn?
A woman should have the
right to abort the child
anytime. We all know some
real animals that the mother
shot-ild have a right to relieA,e
them from society. They cer-
tainty are untoved; they till
and maim people every day. _
The only thing Ow elected -
judges, do is sometimes put
them in jail or prison. WHY
WON'T THEY ALLOW
tH.E WOMEN TO ABORT
THEM"
John Sirois
Bangor
The feminist
To the editor:
I wish to sincerely thank Mr.
Mel Freedman . of Portland,
Maine for his letter expressing
his concerns about the growing
feminist movement here at the
University of Maine. I want you
to know that I share your opi-
nion, as well as others on this
campus. However, my complete
opinion about this matter may
be slightly more conservative
than your own.
I want to keep my blood
to the editor:
Last Monday evening, I was
in the midst of cramming for
two major exams when I realiz-
ed it was   to eat dinner.
Figuring that it wouldn't be
beneficial in my already tired
state to skip dinner, I asked my
neighbor to go eat. As we stroll-
ed over to Hilltop, I sensed
something in the air, figuring it
wzs just the ground thawing, I
ignored- it.
Then it happened. We walk-
ed  intoibc_commons_and_Werer. All this leads to the point that
attacked by the blood-suckers, if we wanted to donate blood,
Yes. those people who wadi),
 
it should be at our free choice.
anything to coerce a pint--oU We should be able to eat at any
blood out of you. As the first commons without leaving feel-
sucker ran up to me and ing, guilty or being attacked by
vehemently urged me to donate, blood-crazed sampires. Runn -
I resisted, saving every drop for ing a booth is all right, but I
later cramming sessions. I think a little restraint is in
darted around her only to en- order!
counter her sister. She gave me
this look like I was stealing food Stese Thomas
from babies. Then I thought,
well... No, ttten quickly
scampered off.
Meanwhile, my friend wasn't
so lucky. When-I was finally
past the leech booth, 1 realized
my friend hadn't made it. I
stood at a distance and search-
ed for him. He was nowhere to
be seen. After what seemed like
a half hour, he ran around the
corner. They had him backed
into a hallway like a pygmy cor-
nered by a pack of wild boars.
He escaped, somehow,
unscathed.
movement has gone too far
I am writing this letter to ex-
press my own disapproval with
the extreme feminist movement,
here at school, and across our
country. Simply put. it has gone
to far. When are these people
going to stop? At what point are
they going to draw the line of
equality? If one is to sit down
and actually consider this no-
'lion of equality between men
and women, they would soon
realize that it is completely
possible. That is: we can share
the same bathrooms; both sexes
_can go topless at the beach; we
both can go to war; we both can
share the same insurance rates
for automobiles; forget all of
our country's traditions because
it would be too confusing to
teach our children the dif-
ference; and so on.
In short, what I am trying to
say is that the extreme feminists
can not continue this
ridiculousness, or it will come
to this conclusion. More ques-
tions arise. Do these ectreme
feminists want this for n of
equality, or do they just want
certain things that are conve-
ment to them? Either way, I say,
"too bad". I have made up my
mind. I am-tired:of your public
&Splays of anti-men rituals, and
the wasting of our university's
time, energy, and resources on
-you"— -4-rivial----eit-picking
demands. This is One "man"
who is going to fight you all the
way for the rest of my life, here
and elsewhere.
At one point, 1 was a Peer
Educator working for Residen-
tial Life here at the university
for three semesters. I presented
workshops to fellow students on
ISSUCS such as: Gender Issues,
Men and Women Sharing, and
Rape Awareness. I learned a
great deal from this program
'and I realized that many
changes must be made here on
this campus. However, the
changes are not the ones that
you rave about.
In fact, it is really all about
respect, and how we treat one
another. Do you realize that
your own conduct facilitates the
abuses that you are fighting
against? How you present these
arguments insults me, and it
turns me off.
Moreover. tivoti Id nice to-ex-
plain to you that your causes
not only upset men, but also
upset women who like the rela-
tionship that is present between
men and women. Please do not
get me wrong, there are many
things that must be changed in
terms of equal treatment of
men and women. I happen to
feel that it goes both ways.
Thomas M. Harrington
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Threats waste time & money
To the editor:
I wonder whs people who
don't like education come to
school to .disturb people who
like learning. How would a ra-
tional person use "bomb scare"
to destruct people who are herc
because they know they should
be here and know what they
want? I just don't understand
the rationality of a person who
calls in a bomb threat. Are you
forced to come to school or
what?
Do you pay money to go to
this university? I don't think so;
otherwise you would know that
education is expensive If you
don't have any interests in
education why don't you let am-
bitious people do what they
ought to and want to do? Why
would you like to be a public
enemy? What kind of a person
are you? Or are you a human
being or some kind of irrational
animal-- a retarded pig maybe?
Man! I can't forgive you for
what you did to me. and I
believe it's not just me, on Fri-
- day. l stayed up until-2 A.M.--
studying for a MAT 122 test. I
missed a talk on South Africa
I really wanted to attend. -4--
didn't do any other of my
'sickening' homework in order
to study for this test. I could
have tried doing MY 5 weeks lute
Pascal program, had I known
that you were going to perform
your silly tactics, thereby turn-
ing my studying into a wasted
effort.
— •
Having studied-so Ward I
went to class determined to pass
that test. I was ready you see.
Just like the others, who, like
any other students who had a
test or tests on Friday, studied
the whole night, I sat for the
test. But just before the iirst 10
minutes of class had elaps-d, a
firefighter rushed into the_ci.ss
and announced the 'good news'
of a bomb threat in the
building.
What's going on at this col
lege? Every single week there are
two or three bomb threats.
Vve gave the barely-started
test back to the instructor and
headed for Neville Hall looking
for a classroom.
All this while, time was pass-
ing.
We couldn't find any empty
room so we had to take the test
in the lobby. This really got in-
to my nerves. --
I pay S12,000 (quite a bit
more than you pay, I assume) to
attend this college. I don't pas
this much money to take a test
in Neville Hall lobby sitting on
the floor. How do you suppose
I take and pass a test when I am
--not comfortably seated? How
can anybody take a test while
his/her bottom is aching from
sitting on the hard floor, let
'Thlorie the vicious anger?
Please don't be an agent of
my failure. Be a little
considerate.
Anson Cbinosiyini _
::INiiiI±ii my security deposit back?
If you are going to move at the end
of the semester, and have paid your
landlord a security deposit, you should 
know about Maine's security deposit law. .
The law protects the return of your
deposit. Your security deposit can only
be retained for damages beyond -normal
- wear and tear. Any damages which are
due to negligence, carelessness, accident
or abuse by you or your guests are
legitimate grounds for withholding your
money. However, it is in distinguishing
between what is legitimately damage and
what, is mere wear and tear that many
security deposit hassles have their tangl-
ed roots. On this point, some prudent
action is advised.
When you first rent an apafffileTIT TT-
house, it is a good idea to go through the
Guest Column by
Student Legal Services
place and make an inventory list of ex-
isting damage or deterioration. If at all
possible, have the landlord make in-
spection with you or at least initial the
inventory list. If you can't get your
landlord to cooperate, enlist the
assistance of a reasonable, impartial
friend.
Before you move out, go over the
apartment again -- with your landlord if
--aratt possible -- or,-atternativelrivithir,
friend. You and your landlord should try
to agree on what damages were and were
not caused by you. It's a good idea to
get this agreement in writing, even if in
very informal form. Taking a little time
to stop disputes before they start is a
whole lot less cumbersome than having
to go to court later on.
Your landlord must either return the
security deposit or furnish you with a
written itemization of reasons for
withholding money (along with the
balance-docif-anytwtthin 10'days oink
_
end of your tenancy, if you had a lease;
if you didn't have a lease, then within 21
days. Be sure to leave a forwarding ad-
dress with your  landlord.
Any deposit withheld beyond this time
period without written explanation is be-
ing withheld wrongfully and you can sue
in Small Claims Court. If you've made
a damage inventory and are able to
document that any damage existing in
the dwelling was not caused by you, your
case is all the stronger.
If you have any questions about this
or ant' other legal matter, stop by S.L..S.
Student Legal Services is a service of
Student Government. We are located on
ihe-seeemd-floor ofMerhortal Union entt
are open Monday through Friday, 9-3.
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• Recycle
 
(cordoned from page 11
According to Hedges' letter, UMaine
produced approximately 55 tons of Waste
during the first week of classes last
seniesier,. with an average of almost
16,000 pounds per day.
Merton Wheeler, associate director for
Operations at Facilities Management,
said that although Hedges' estimate may
be a little 'high,, it is close. -
Wheeler said all UMaine waste is cur-
rently being transported to ;he
Penobscot Energy Recovery Corporation
plant in Orrington.
"We are now making between two and
four trips' to thc PERC plant a day,"
Wheeler said.
He said one possible advantage ,of
ar Rum is "cost
avoidance."
"Taking paper out of the waste stream
could very well reduce the number of
trips we have to make to- PERC, " he
said.
Wheeler said it cost S11.50 per ton of
waste to use the PERC facility.
"These are all things the task force will
look into. We want to determine how
much of our waste is recyclable and then
go from there." he said.
Stephen • Deabay, Residential Life's
manager of Vending Services, is also a
member of the task force
He said the university administration
should be commended for its willingness
to participate in such a project.
"The university had the foresight not
to shrug off • particular student's
idea," he said.
Deabay agreed that the university has
a responsibility. i experiment with
recycling
"We, as a university, aced to be the
frontrunners, to show the rest of the
state we can recycle, and also to have in-
formation available about the pro-
cess," he said. -Providing that sort of
information is an imporumt part of be-
ing an educational istitution, " he said.
Hedges said one of the long term
goals of the task,force is to look into the
possibilities of developing a campus
wide project.
However, in order for the university to
—consider a campus recycling policy, it
would hase to be cost effective, or help
pay for itself, he said.
Hedges said high grade white office
and computer paper has high value
which may make it worthwhile in the
future to collect and sell fur recycling.
For example, Hedgekquoted some re-
"cent figures: . Ncwit5aAer is sold for
recycling at approximii- kly S15 per ton,
while the white office paper can be sold
at approximately S200 per ton.
"This is just one way in which recycl-
ing may at least 'help pay for itself,"
Hedges said.
Wheeler said the 'task force will be-tot.
.lecting data about the amount and type
of paper being discarded from the three
lest buildings and will eventually submit
sleport to Aceto's office
All three members of the task force
were optimistic about the success of the
project, although they were unwilling to
make any predictions about the
outcome.
Hedges summed up by saying, "This
is a classic example of making the system
work for you:'
"1 decided to work from within the
administration instead of getting mad or
fighting. 1 hope it is encouraging for
--otheri who have similar concerns," he
id.
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Mohammad Saleem Taj -2--Pakistanian who attends F Ntaine.-says
the majority of student riots occur at "big universities in the big cities."
Many Pakistani students. s4ho are affiliated s ith political parties. rally
together to kick principals out of office and make their ‘oices heard.
"Instead of comerging energies on studies (students) are con‘erg-
log their energies on changing the stem," so more jobs can be created
"so future generations sill ha,e it easier."
Taj a native of \What). Pakistan, tan recall at least 1,0 campus
bombing incidents while he was in school, in •%hich there as "direct
,ontrontations between stud slid
'
Demanding to
be Heard
Education is disrupted as
Pakistani college students rebel
by Sheila Tefft
Christian Science Monitor
Lahore, Pakistan— fter years tor political suppression and economic
neglect. Pakistan's students are restless.
Campus discontent boiled 141 the surface in Lahore early in March
dtlring the first student elections in Pakistan since 1982. Prime Minister Bentir
Bhutto cleared the ss ay for the poll hy lifting a ban on student unions imposed hy
late militars strong man Nlohanuned Lea I hreestudenN ss ere killed in
election siolence.
The trouble, 1,11.c r sas • reflects the deep- malaise thiUshadim
Pakistan's campuses. Drug and gun use had spread. fueling rivalries among
student groups armed and supported by political parties. As the nations's de-
l:caw spending ha. griissn. funding for schools and colleges has been inadequate
(Tippling the countrs •. education sy stem.
11 ith thousands of Pakistanis returning from the dried-up oil boom in
the Middle. F ast, joblessness looms as an economic and political threat.
"Our biggest %sorry no% is jobs," Sins Jased Rashid. a 20-year-old
engineering student in Lahore. "%%e nerd jobs, not more politics."
the cis ilian gosernment's struggle to rebuild a fragile democracy is
closely linked to its effortsto tackle the mounting economic crisis. Ms. Bhutto has
inherited an economy in Ashicit foreign aid. remittances from overseas Paki-
stanis, and monetars expansion for years masked serious problems.
Late last sear, the International Monetars Fund announced it ssould
pros ide Pakistan vs ith an 9130-million bailout. The deal, sshich locked Pakistan
into a stringent program requring gosernment spending cuts and fiscal reform,
reduces the Bhutto administratiotes room for maneuser.
key test %sill come this June %hen Mutt°. ssho also serses as finance
minister, presents her first budget. Checked h the militars and bureaucracy.
she could push for more independence ssith her oss n economic manifesto.
"This is a major area %%here Renarir could make her mark." says a
se'nii'r estern diplomat in Isla mahad. "Rot there is still a lot of opposition to it."
see PAKISTAN par 14
1
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continued from page 13
I he bialk sail be tough. observers say. Os one
hand. Bhutto Is squeezed b% the powerful militarg,
whom, defense budget consumes 39 percent of gogern-
ment spending and remains off-limits to politicians. On
the other hand, her left ing ad% isors are pushing for
more micial spending as a commitment to her logger•
income supporters.
NI1 ith inflation running at noire than 10 percent.
the middle class—for sears buffered from hard times h%
the burgeoning black economy—is beginning to feel the
pinch of higher prices for food and other essentials.
to meet the high costs of defense. the bureauc-
racg. and debt pa g mem.. the go% ernment usuall% cut
corners in degelopment programs. Now almost two-
thirds of degelopment funding comes from foreign
sources.
Education losing out
" the countr% is making no capitai in% est ment
in its future,- a 11 ester KIMMT11%1 sags. "The educatiiin
s%stem is in ruins. Forests and agricultural lands are
being decimated. And for the as erage Pakistani.% hether
he is riding the' trains, using the roads, or tr% ing tee get a
water supplg. the situation is getting %gorse.-
Nowhere. is this neglect more. eg 'dent or polhi-
call% dangerous than in the college campuses. ( lasses
are frequently shut down h% strikes lor political dilputes,
exams are dela% ed. and absenteeism is high. the drug
trade thris es among unemploged south.
nemp14% mem is running at more than 10
percent and is much higher in some areas. There are
long-term hopes that rebuilding war-torn Iran and
Afghanistan could add jobs. But mean% hilt.. the corps
educated. disenchanted youth grow..
Students armed for battle
During the %ears of martial l‘s. student groups
were illicitl% armed h% political parties. As a result.
nipons are uidespread and e'en ipenls brandished on
some campuses. students sag.
"Now there is the ruled' kalashnrikoss among
the students.- sa% s I ; hulam Abbas. head ot the student
wing of Bhutto's Pakistan People's Parts and a former
Lahore student leader.
Political obsersers say the return of open poll-
 lies and elections could defuse the pent-up frustrations
, among student groups. Still, there are signs that the
student unions chisel aligned with the political panics
are mirroring the national confrontations.
kecently-411--tba crucial pi-mince of Punjab.
Bhutto's main foe. Punjab thief Minister Niis4 A/ Sharif,
faced an effort to oust him from office w high seas sup-
ported by Bhutto's party. the state go% ernment imme-
diatel% called for student union elections at Punjab
unigersities in w hat was widel% seen as a threat h% %Ir.
Sharif to bring his student supporters out into the
streets.
Resisting Bhutto
In the past. Students hage proged to he potent
political pawns. In 1969, rioting students calling for
return to democrac% helped topple corrupt dictator
Mohammad A sub khan.
Bhutto's parts had hacked down from the
confrontation with Shari( and an unems% truce pre% ails.
But student meats are still bickering user the results of
the campus pnil. Meanwhile. %ell-organiied fundamen-
talistschalksge the right of a %Yuman to lead the countr%.
"V% e will neairomeser accept her in power.- says
a student member of the fundamentalist Islami Jamiat
Tulaha. "Hose can a woman deal with unempleig men!
and the problems that face students"
Health Watch_
Caffeine:
Just how bad is it?
by Mary Meehan
Prompted h% concerns raised .11% researchers and
consumkrs about the use of caffeine in diets, the F ederal
Drug Administration in 19X0 began researching the
effects Of the caffeine drug.
Three areas of primar% importance to he ingesti-
gated include. teratolog% tbirth defects,. nonmalignant
breast lumps eIIhreksstk disease,, and carding ascii lar
disease.
• The results? 1 he office of losicological Science
. at FDA's I enter for Food and Nutrition report
that no link can be justiliabl% made between rth
defects incomplete toes, delaged dc's chip nt nf
bones, and caffeine.
Howe-ger. the tests were carri out on mice and
comparisons se ere applied to hu ans. Mice did demon-
strate dela% ed hone &scion ent w hen lore fed caf-
feine.
I ;Jr% Flamm. dir or of the ark-col 1 osicological
Sciences for the Ii isa firm belieger pregnant women
should limit t r caffeine intake.
FDA s dies base failed to claim an% relationship
betty s nign breast disease and coffer consump-
tion tudies done on caffeine and coronar% heart
•
disease are inconelusig t the present time because
scientists sag other ctors, such as smoking and
alcohol use, can ntribute to health-related risks.
AA hat de caffeine do to sour hod%? Caffeine is a
drug thatAtimulates the nee-% ous %%stem. This stimula-
tion sari result in disturbances in heart rate and rh% thni.
ansict% • insomnia.and possible high blood
firessure And secretion of gastric acids. 'some people (an
consume large amounts of caffeine seithecut side etTects
and others ma% be ger% sensitise to it.
According to a 19/13 report, 2 million pounds
of caffeine arc added to food annuallg. the biggest user
of the drug is the soft drink industrg. 1 he industr% sur-
passed cofTer in 1955 as the' fa% orite American beser-
Jite;411 billion cases of soda were consumed in the U.S.
in 19X6. se ith cola drinks accounting for 69 percent of the
total
'MI if % ou drink cafTeine, dcc mi in moderation. nu
could be risking potential health ha/ards with rgerg
swallow of the stimulant.
.Mary thehan is a senior in the Depart-
ment of Nursing.
Consumption of coffee and other beverages
Percentage of L.S. population who drink various beverages
Coffee.
Tea
Milk
Soft Drinks
„hikes
1%2 
irk
74.7
24.7
53.6
32.6
4L4
1987
52.0
29.3
47.3
58.1
42.8
Sgairtz..,InkrII4UulLi1 Lake. Omani/at iitn. Loodun. I iigland.
Caffeine content of drugs
Caffeine is an ingredient in many prescription and' nonprescription drug products.
It is often used in alertness or stay -1make tablets, headache and pain relief remedies.
cold products, and diuretics. When caffeine is an ingredient, it is listed on the product label.
Nonprescription Drugs
Alertness Tablets
No Doz
— Vivaria
Pain Relief
‘nacin. Maximum Strength Anacin
xcedrin
Midol
Caffeine
(mg per tablet or capsule)
100
32
65
32.4
Source. FD  ( enter for Drifts and BiologiCS 
„
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Fishbowl Blues Fiction writing
by Joe Shaboo
here the sit upon their imn petite table, pressed against the glass and peering out fromT
. ithin their small fish bow I at the patients in the %lilting room. ..% fe% handfuls of small, square
packages, thrown, together in %hat appears to he the same manner that a chef tosses sliced
carrots into a 'pot '.hen preparing ste%. The subjects of ridiculous, apathetic abuse and
, incredible social scrutiny, they can only waitpatiently to he plucked by delicate fingers for a.
hopefully. passionate purpose.. After all, eVeo one of these daint‘, thin-skinned objects has the
right to be taken to an adopted home and he treated %ith the proper respect that all condoms
deserve.
A doctor. Mith a neatly groomed beard . a match-
ing se hite-lacquered hairdo and a lab coat dancing around
his kneecaps. is walking down the hall towards me.
%I alking past the fishbowl and past the gum-snapping
receptionist. he ignores them both and continues his
stride. Nett to me a %try large Negro woman looks up
from her magazine and stares curiously at the doctor,
w hp itikon standingon the nailing room carpet. looking
down at a manila folder in his hand. He looks up and, in
one motion. quickly sweeps his sight hack and forthoyer
all t ht. people and says,
"Peter Jobert?"
Simultaorously • all of the silent patients mo-
mentarily break from the waiting room trance and look
up at Peter. Some release an impatient sigh. while others
just rearrange themsels es in their chairs. Peter and the
doctor then exchange greetings, shake hads and walk
Assay from me. down the hall.
V. hat I has e seen lir the doctor's routine, the
fishbowl and its dwellers base seen day after day. w bile
some condoms lune wen it week after V, erk. F.sery day,
the clear, round bowl just site on top of the old %mitten
table, as its occupants watch ill-stricken students Malk
up And down the hall with the doctor.
the condoms lie in extreme discomfort, all
rolled up and cioered with plastic, and desperately
hoping some losing soul will care enough to take them
home and %lose them from the suffocating hospital odor
and the hypnotic. air sent murmur of Cutler Health
I enter. Every body needs a little love and e4 hen dealing
" lb thelensilise topic of "lose  gloves,- no one deser s es
more than a ( utler condom.
Rorrdom of the waiting room had cau%ed me to
plai u &Iv pen down, shut mv eves and drift into the dreamy
• rid of Prissy, a ( 'oder condom.
0 ncr upon a time, in the Cutler Health Center
fishbowl, there was a condom named Prissy. Now Prissy
was a sery young condom V4ho was new to the fishho% I
ens ironment, hut wished that she could be free and in a
losing home like her mother and father. i They had been
packaged and sent to Stop-n-Shop w here a losing couple
bought them the first day they were placed on the shall
But in the land of the fishbowl. young condoms were
placed on the bottom of the bowl and therefore had to
%dit a long time to he adopted.
One day, all of the other condoms in the fish-
bowl were sleeping. hut Prissy seas not sleeps. She %sits
thinking about her mother and father in a losing home.
I hem. memories made Prissy crs. for she se as still onls
in the land of the' fishbossl. Fs entualls though. Prissy
grew tired and shut her es es.
Suddenly. Prissy heard footsteps and she opened
her eyes. I'here. ssalking toss ards the lishhoss I laud, seas
a young couple giggling and kissing their way doss n the
hall, this caused Prissy to become flushed with excite-
ment and energy: She might suddenly rind a home!
Prissy began to act %MIMI! hesitation.
Know ing time was running short, as the couple
closed in on the distance belsseen themsel% es and the
bowl. Prissy began to inch her %say up the side of the
glass. making sure not to %sake any of her neighbors.'
then, as she finished her ascent up the side of the
fishbow I. she tip-toed user her neighbors, on the corners
of her plastic packaging. toss:1rd the center of the sur-
face, taking extreme car not to wake an% hod% . !he
couple was 15 feet :Issas. IS feet to freedom! Dien Sodom
ass oke.
- "Hey waddy j think er doin'?" Sodom appar-
ently had his back to the couple and did not see them.
Prissy replied in a high-pitch, shaken %Dice,
just thought I'd like to get a hit of
fresh air!"
the couple was 10 feet and closing.
"11 01 make it snappy. y a know. %1e gotta get a
good night sleep for tomorross. Friday 's a big day."
Sodom went back to sleep.
the couple seas now rise feet away.
I he young. blond man smiled at his loser and.
ss ithout looking, put his thumb and forefinger into the
howl. Prissy hopped up into his pinch and the threesome
were soon to list. happily es er,..
"Joe Shahoo?"
I awoke with a start and straightened out my
sluggish body. placed my notehookand pen on the floor
and sprang to m.% feet.
"Hi." I said while extending my hand.
"Hi Joe. I'm Dr. McGregor." He shook it. we
turned our backs and began our walk down the hall. He
looked At his manila folder.
"So, sou base a knee abrasion that..."
I listened to the doctor hut as we passed the
fishbowl. I glanced user at it and wondered if Prissy
realls did exist in there. Thew withsitil further thought.
I came to the conclusion that any thing can be possible in
the secluded land of the I utter Health ("enter fishbowl.
s50TL , n0,0s0,94 rUZZLE
Va't) CORNER
book%orm eats from page one of ‘olume one, to the last page of %olume
two of a two %olume dictionary which is set on a shelf in the usual man-
ner. Each volume—has-two-covers, each-VS-inch thick and 1112 Inches of
pages. How far does the bookworm eat?
Look for the answer in tomorrow's Daily Maine Campus.
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 Otherside
Oliver Lake
l'he opening cut, Gana Club. starts things off in
a realls swinging gnome with Lake leading the
piece on sax. gising vias to ,the rest of the quintet 1
about 3 4 through and then finishing up i t h some
swinging sax grooses,
htirtiont is a laid back tune that allows each
member of the quintet some room to roam.
thous PeterSon's guitar and 1ndrese 's rifle's
drums are featured through most of the earl* part
if 4 hilesione. Pianist Geri %Hen gets some solo
lime alter a %yrs smooth transition from the guitar
lead biller piano lead. Halfwas through the track
Lake finalls joins in and takes mei: the lead on sax.
AI this point, the whole quintet is insols ed. though
the others are pros iding a hat kdrop for Lake to
expand on.
\fund continues in the 4tinic sem as lihilesionc.
both tunes swinging lightls, stilltls, while leaning
towards "free jai," expression. thin* For thr Old
ear opens with a quiet drum solo se hich leds into
into an equalls quiet piano solo. Bass and drums
begin too hack veer so suhtls. once again.
1 akc lass his shoe burning sax on top of this
foundation. Mc es hole. once achie% ed. makes for
an enchanting ballad.
Myer Lake is one fourth id the %% odd
saxaphone Quartet. He's also insotsed teith ses -
cral other projects, among them the quirks reggae
funk pit combination called Jump I p. perform-
ing with the Brook's n Philharmonic and group Om-
prenisation with his "farthest out group" Blue
Star.
by
Michael Murphy
r/TIRAPPIIPW1111111Pwwwwvillnalla
)therside-Olner 1
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SARABANDA
tiarabanda-Niartin I*1 lor
Sara an a
Martin Taylor
I aslor is well known a% Stephane Grapelli's
guitarist. He. has recorded "ten or so" albums with
tirapelli and also has recorded six albums of his
own on the Furopean labels %%Asc. Concord and
Hep.
taylor's GAIA  debut opens with a tune that
should he immediately familiar, hut mas take a
moment I.. recall se hat it se d. Vk ithout U Jarreau's
%flea'. it took me a mnimment to reali/e that the tune
teas that .1lortnn'. though all of the tracks won't be
as immedialeis Fasicor'• piasilig guts a
long was to make them feel familiar-like an old
friend, se ho's alse as % dabbled with a guitar, makes
sou feel right at home. He knows his instrument
from top to bottrom and can do things with it that
es en some accomplished guitarists onl% dream
about.
Nlartin Taylor -probably won't be the next great
guitar hero, though. I wouldn't expect this record
to sell many copies to [ht. under 20 crow d. If %nu like
gond guitar albums. th ugh. check 1arahanda out.
Oh. by the was. there are no—oSerdubs on this
record. 1 his is mentioned on the album jacket and
in the press release it vs ice I. It is %4 ort h mentioning
here.4s %ell. since mans ret circling. them. das • hate
las CI'S upon lasers 14,liter-dubbed instruments.
Its all too easy to say "that had to he op% erduh-
bed. mobods could plas like that!" %%ell on this
record it was plased like that.
ART: Warhol?
ryisig  to rite objects+ els about Ands
11arhol's art. cern two sears after his death, is
especialls in Sew Nook. 'ens criticism.
e s en of the mildest sort. is seen here as heress. to be
treated with a tolerant smile at best ot utter conlept
.41 %OFFAL
But perhaps that's as it should be. If Memphis--
can have its Elvis. and Liverpool its Beatles, Sew
York is certainls entitled to its 'ends.
For mane art losers, including some of todas 's
most influential critics, curators, and art histori-
ans lA arhol teas an inspired innocenLa kind of art-
world St. Francis of Assisi. se hir.e images and
public statements were true and often prophetic.
He war admired because he painted trite and
trieial subjects in the most impersonal and undis-
tinguished was: because he  said such things as
[he reason I'm painting this lway is that! v•ant to
be a machine, and I feel that whatever I do ma-
chine-like is what I want to do."
Even when he said,"If you want to know all
about Andy 81 arbokitist look at the  surface of en
paintings and films and me, and there lam. There's
nothing behind it." His apologists proclaimed his
depth and originalityy. And when he declared,
"All my films are artificial, but then everything is
sort of artificial- I don't know where the artificial
stops and the real starts." he seas given et en higher
marks for his honesty.
As a result. Warhol does. indeed, emerge as a
kind of well-meaning innocent, and artist who
remained essentially true to himself and his talent.
while most of those around him made fools of them-
selves by, first, creating and then believing in the
myth of his artistic invincibility.
The nature of 1% arhots accomplishments And
(*extent of that myth tan he determined by a skit
to " Andy 1% arhol: A Retrospectise." at the Mu-
111 of ‘lodern Art here and hy a careful perusal
of the cxhihition's profusely illustrated catalog.
"Tile-reason I'm painting this
way is that I stanitobea
machiae. mid I feel that what-
evir I do machine-like is what
_J,Astant .te_to."
The exh.bition is tbe first truly comprehensive
retrospective of Warhol's entire body of work. It
spans two floors of the museum and includes miser
300 paintings. ifra%ings. sculptures, photographs,
and films, drawn from public  and orlsate collet-
tions in nine countries.
Un sic'.'. are many of his single- and multiple por-
t rails of %lards n Monroe-J:IY is Presley • I . iia %I in-
nein. Jackie Kennedy and others: his famous
Campbell soup cans and Brill°. Del Monte. and
Heinz boxes; and his numerous studies of F the
(*mow, flowers and Chairman Mita.
I he catalog is a 4/40-page compendium of es e-
r% thing one could possibly want to know about
V. arbors life, stork, friends, and career. There are
277 illustrations in color and 359 in black and
_white, as sell as Priam cool r ihut ions-both schol-
nth and personal-on the artist's  accomplishments
and act iv ities.
It's a monumental piece of research. scholar-
ship. and wishful thinking, which leases one im-
pressed and richly informed but also,somets hat
confused about w hv tim mans serious and intelli-
gent individuals felt compelled to make such an
issue out of AA arbors greatness and importance.
Indeed, portions of the catalog read more tlike the
biography of a saint than that or an artist, leasing
one with the somewhat piwling conclusion that
11arhol was not only a verb great artist hut a
visionary as well. •
Do I recommend this ealithili0117 Absolutely.
.Whatever one may think of Wagtail aim artist, he
was a phenomenon of his age and a powerful
 influ-
ence on younger artists. Both the exhibition and its
catalog attempt to explain why, and t he v do a good
enough job of it to make this retrospective one of
the important art events of the year.
After its closing at the Museum of Modern Art
on %lay 2, this large and challenging exhibition
travels to the Art Institute C hicago June 3-Aug.
13), and then to London. ( ologne. Milan. and
Paris.
19$9. Ihe Christian Science Monitor
Publishing Societ.
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Americans oppose
 changes
in abortion laws, poll says
NEW YORK (AP) Though a sizable
minority of adults oppose abortions,
Americans (Is erwhelmingly believe that
banning them would do little to curtail
them, a Media General—Associated
Press survey has found.
With the U.S. Supreme Court poised
to reconsider the issue next week, the na-
tional poll found support for legal abor-
tion ranging from 50 percent to 65 per-
cent of the 1,108 adults polled, depen-
ding on the question posed.
Fifty-three percent, for example, were
in favor of the court's 1973 ruling legali7-
ing,abortion in the first three months of
pregnancy. And if the court reversed
itself, and let each state make its own
abortion law, 57 percent would want
abortion legal in their state.
—Iiittrrertwer,- targe- -majorities said
outlawing abortion would fail to prevent
it from occurring — an argument -used
hy those who argue man) women would
have unsafe illegal abortions if the
operation were banned.
The poll asked; "If abortion were il-
legal in.your state, do you think that
would stop most women there who want
abortions from having them, or would1
most of them go to another state where
it was legal?" Eighty-seven percent said
most women would have go to another
state.
The survey next asked if making abor-
(fobs illegal nationwide would stop most
women from haying them, or if those
women have illegal abortions or go to a
,:ountr) where abortion is legal. Seventy--
three percent said most *omen would
tind a way to have abortions.
The survey nonetheless found its col-
sest split on the question of a constitu-
tional amendment to make abortions il-
legal except in cases of rape, incest or to
save the life of the mother; fifty percent
were opposed and 44 percent in favor, a
division within the polls margin of error.
No amendment with those provisions
is before Congress, but they re the terms
President Bush has said he would
support.
Because the wording of questions on
such a sensitive issue can affect the
results, the poll- posed the matter in a
variety of ways. The findings on basic
attitudes toward abortion were similar in
other recent surveys.
One question asked, "Should abortion
be legal as it is now; legal only in such
cases as rape, incest, or to save the life
of the mother; or should it not be per-
mitted at all?" Fifty percent said legal
as now, 39 percent said legal in some
cases, 7 percent wanted it banned and
the rest were unsure.
CBS News and The New York Times
have asked the same poll-question since
1985, tracking a slight increase in sup-
port for current law. Depending on the
questions, • though, other polls have
found slight declines in support for legal
abortion, and others still have found no
change.
In another question, outside the legal
context, the poll asked, "If a woman
wants to have an abortion and her doc-
tor agrees to it, should she be allowed
to have an abortion, or not?" Sixty-five
percent said yes. 25 percent said no and
the remaining 10 percent had no opi-
nion. The CBS-Times poll has found
similar response to that same question.
THE PART-TIME JOB
THAT HELPS YOU
PAY OFF YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.
here's .1 Lit niore tothe Arms Reserve 111,411 VOU might
think. If you have a qualifs ing student loan, and it's not in
default, you can get it paid off at the rate of per ve.ir or$500, whichever is greater up to a maximum of $10.000 In
Addition, you may be eligible kw the Montgomery GI 
 hat
pros ide&visti w ith current college ex perises
or selected NilyTech training
It's all part of serving in a nearby Arms- Reserve unit.
RAlowing Basic Training and an Army skill training school,
willl usually serve one weekend a month plus two weeks
Annual Tr4ining And You'll earn over $8C1'pei weekend
to start .
Think of it Good part-time pay, help in paving off your
college loan, plus additional money for schotil s hilt' you
attend It makes making a phone call worthwhile. doesn't it'
Call 942-9165
lntown Plaza
Bangor Recruiting Station
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
ARMY RESERVE
For fall and summer
Ca11:941-9113
866-2516
General Student Senate
announces:
This wadi meeting will be at 1(1(1 NuttingHall at 600 pm
Peter Skvorak
John Dearden -
William Skelton —
Harold Kamanyi
Bill Kvrincd%
UNFILLED
Alicia Fencer
Amy DeLong
UNFILLED
Tom Magadieu
Roy Urickson-111
Ronald,-Meldrum
Chad Crabtree
Off-campus senators
Stavros Mendros
Jessica Loos
Mike Scott
Tim Doyle
Scott Thomas
Eric Ewing
tiirtis Stone
Stephane Fitch
-
On=campus -senators
Androscoggin Hall
Aroostook Hall
Balentine, Chadbourne, Colvin, Lstabrooke
Corbett, Oak. Hart, Hannibal Hamlin Hall
Cumberland Hall
Dtinn Hall
GannrH
Hancock Hall
er•
Gary Fogg
-Beth Bryant
Richard Wormwood
Dawn Bonvie
Gary Atwood
UNFILLED
Thane Gran!
Maureen Rosenberg
U N FILLED
71totettBarlow
Thomas Palmer
Jim Moorhead
Come see how we make a difference for you!
Bonnie Gould
Alexander Dinapoli
Kennebec Hall
Knox Hall /.
Oxford Hall _21
Penobscot, Stodder Hall
Somerset Hall
York Hall, York Village
--fraternity
University CoII(‘sk,
•
4.4
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CANDY PRESEMS
ONE SWEET DEAL!
Pass the
NetIle'lloWsEIRE
quiz and you can get
free airline tickets.
(see details below)
Enter your quiz at the WStie.fibtadiSE I/Aticoming
April 26th, win and fly free anywhere in the continental U.S.
he Wale' floIfsEllsE quiz.
For a chance to win FREE AIRLINE TICKETS and other prizes.
Fill out this quiz and attach a Nestle" candy wrapper (or 3x5 card with the words "Nestle'
makes the very best chocolate"). Give completed quiz to Nestle Nonsense van driver.
1• 
If you place 2 Nestle CRUNCH bars end to
.end, they measure inches in
 
-length (round to the nearest inch).
n who is the most famous hunk?
L. A. Robert Redford
B. Arnold Schwartznegger
C. Nestle's CHUNKY" candy bar
3 How many RAISINETSP candies appear on. a package of Nestle RAISIN ETS candy?
4 Which of these 5 ingredients is not found in. an OH HENRY!''bor?
A. Real Milk Chocolate D. Fudge
B. Peanuts E. Almonds
C. Caramel
NAME
ADDRESS
r Where do all California raisins really aspire
J. to be?
- --A.-ln-Oatmeal Cookies
B. In Cereal Boxes
C. Dipped in creamy Nestle' chocolate and
packaged in a RAISINETS° candy box
L Nestle's CHUNKY- candy bar is milk
U. chocolate with
7 Which Nestle' candy bar's label says that it
/ • is "True to the Old World Tradition" and
promises "to bring the chocolate lover a
New Sensory Experience."?
MUST BE PRESENT
AT DRAWING TO WIN"
Official rules available at participating stores, campus newspaper office, and posters around campus.
•
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Boston pride
resurfacing?
Joe Grant
• Throughout the entire winter 1 had
my mind focused on on team in
one sport.
. I followed the 'university of _Maine
hockey team closer Than
 many of m.
homework assignments. This includ-
ed a few trips to Boston College and
the Mt popular adventures of Truck.-
.Adversity "on the road to the final
four" as Brent .Musburger and his
CBS cohorts would say) in Si. Paul,
_Minn.
And through all of the big wins.
like against Boston College in the
Hockey East playoffs and the
_lJeciding game of the three-game Pro-
vidence series in the NCAA.quarter-
finals I realized that for the first time
-since I put on a pair of skates. I didn't
follow, the Boston-Brunis until the
playoffs rolled around.
I realized this When 1 lot back from
St. Paul and the talk about UMaine
senior defenseman Bob Beers was in
Boston and possibly negotiating a
-contract.
"Oh well." I thought. "At least I
can haVe a good time watching Bob-
,
Those Were my thoughts.
And I thought watching a player
who I saw since October in the pro-
fessional ranks would be the onls
„reason-to-grind-through-the incredibly
insightful commentary of V.'SBK's
Derek Sanderson Id you've ever
listened iu hiin, you -know what a
_
grind it is.1
But suprise suprise. In the opening
round 
-SerieS with 4he-BuffaloSabzeY----------
a team that the Bruins --izookk-zioi_r±li
defeat once in eight, regular season
games, Boston won the sesen-game
s.cf_K_Sintisv_samts..af.ter_dropping.the
opener 6-0 on home ice.
I guess it's that Boston spoWtradi
lion that7rubbec1 -off- -on-- me and
thwarted my faith.
Mastic it was the pain 1-have see 1.
every 'October when. Red tox fans f -a -
the worst but still get their hopes tor
a pennant.
Maybe Ws thf dtOtrict-abscence of
so many Celtics fans prancing around
and laughing at anyone who would
dare cheer for another team in this
fine New England community.
. I guess the Celtics` fans are • still
there but you just don't hear them.
But back to the Bruins. They didn't
beat the Sabres in the regular season
and won in the playoffs. They open-
ed against the Montreal Canadiens
last night and hadn't beaten them in
eight Exits.
Les see what the next turn for the
Boston sports tradition takes ...... 
Joe Grant is a junior journalisin•
major who still has to ask his advisor
when he's going to graduate lie
 hopes before Me twit of Mc tenni .5.
UMaine (6-0
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
Going into the ECAC New England
conference schedule, most observers felt
that the chances for the University of
Maine to win the title were slim at best.
With several freshmen in key roles,
plus the.return of the bulk of the lineup
that helped the University of Hartford
knock UMaine out of the ECAC tour-
nament. last spring, things did not look
all that good -
But .after a doubleheader sweep of
Hartford yesterday 15-6 and 5-0, giving
the Black Bears a conferrice mark of 6-0,
their start much better, than anticipated.
"These were two very -santfying
wins." UMaine Head Coach John
Woikin said.- "We did all the things that
a good team does."
This completed a three-game wipeout
of the Hawks, who now are at 3-5 in the
conference and have-hurt their chance of
advancing to the post-season.
• ."This hurts Hartford and puts us in
'good position," Winkin said. "Central
Connecticut has at least one loss that I
know of, depending on how they did
with Northeastern. They look to be the
only threat we have. I also heard that
their ace .pitcher quit.
"This was key (to UMaine's chances)
To *in at home now gives us at least one
game in the loss Column ahead of Cen-
tral Connecticut. Now We can go on the
road with a cushion."
Pitching was the, key for the Black
Bear; as freshmen Mike D'Andrea and
Ben Burlingame shut down the Hartford
offense.
D'Andrea was helped with an eight-
run first inning off the Hawks' Mickey
Garbeck, who lasted through eight bat-
ters with these results: five walks, aihree-
• run double by AndY_Hariuhlr a sacrifiCe
fly by Don Hutchinson and a two-run
single _by Colin Ryan._
But D'Andrea struggled iti_the rifth,
gisingiiii four runs, plusanother in the
seventh, when he was pulled after fac-
ini two batters
Colby tro
by Andy Bean
Staff Writer
It was sunny and warm. A perfect
afternoon for tennis. Especially for Col-
by College.. 
.  -
The Mules defeated the university of
Maine men's tennis teat!) 8-1 Monday in
the first outdoor meet of the season for
both teams.
Colby won all six singles Matches and
the first two doubles matches,. but
UMaine's third doubles teat won in
three sets presenting the shutout.
The Black Bears lost to Colby last
Week on indoor courts in Waterville, 9-0.
But UMaine head coach Austin Hum
men thought the second match would be
closer.
"Being at home. I thought we couid
sweeps Hartford
photo by Rich \i. %min
Senior outfielder Don Hutchins0n relays toward the infield yesterdp during the
nisersit of Maine's double header sweep of the t ni$ersit% of Hartford t:IN scores
of 15-6 and 5-0.
"D'Andrea is-not worth a crap with a
big lead. But I don't fault him. I've seen
him enough to know that, because he is
a pressure kid and wants to pitch in a
• Terose game:But I felt he set the tone for
the clay."
Colby was also without their number
one player, Josh Walmon
1(6 the final match of the day, Lisle
and Willard Greenwood defeated the
Colby doubles team of Phil Aberbach
and...Paul Davis, 6-1, 2-6, 6-2.
The Colby team of Ogden Timpson
and Chris Jones defeated Ray Wright
'Being at home I
thought we could
win, a few.'
Austin Hummell
and lodd Cloutier in the the first
doubles match, 6-1, 3-0 (retired by
UMaine coach).
win-a kw." Rummell 
---+Iummell would riot-specify why
we first played Colby we didn't• -stopped the match.
---have-our number five player (Andy Li- In—the other doublet mateh Prat
sic) so I expected our five and six mat- Hanssen and Steve Sapolsky defeated
ches to go a little better and they were LiMaine's Mark Walsh and Scott 
Seseral Black-Sears entered the RBI
column in the first game, with Ryan en-
ding with four while Mike Dun! and
Brian Seguin adding two each.
arry TOlor homered for 1:Maine,
(see BASEBALL. page 20i
strong in the cloaks match:" •Stevens.
Hanssen and Sapolsky won the first
set 6-1, but Walsh and Stevens played a
tight second set and were tied at three
games before .Hanssen and Sapolsky
broke their service twice to win the set
6-3 and the match.
"The matches were a little closer than
last time we played them; but we could
have done better," Hummell said.
Colby's Hanssen, playing for Wolman
in the number one spot defeated Wright
6-4. 6-1 in the first singles match.
In the second match Sanolsky
defeated Walsh, 6-1, 6-3.
UMaine's Cloutier and Colby's Timp-
son played a close first set, in the third
singles match, that was decided by a
tiebreaker. Timpson won the match,
7-6(9-7), 6-I.
In the other three matches Jones
-defeated Stevens, 6-2,6..3, Mark Demian
defeated Lisle, 6-4, 64 and George
Markell won a close match against
-Greenwood, 6-1, 7-6(8-f
UMaine is now 0-2 at 31by is
5-2.
I20 The Daily Maine Campus. Iliesdas, April IS, 1989.
LASSIFIEDS
ADOPTION
U not reads for parenthood-we.
sive-your nabs a kpang secure_Maine
borne Call collect -1-789-5140 •
Any interstate adoption 'Must be done in
compianct with Maine laNt,'S Title 22.
Chapter 1153.
ADOPTION:. Maine couple w<luld like to
adopt a baby. We offer a hietune of love and,
carmg Can you help us? CALL: 827-7210-
In mrnphance with Title 22. Chapter 1153.
A CARING ADOPTION - Happily married
white professional couple deeply wishes to
adopt a new-bum. prornte ever.' advan-
tage-for your E7abv. Let us help VOU through
this difficult time. confidenhal. All expenses
paid. CALL: Phyllis and Michael COLLECT.
so we can talk.
All interstate adoption must be done in
compliance with Maine laws. Tide 22 Chapter
1153.
APARTMENTS
ORONO APTS: Now showing and leaung
for next fall 'Call kit appointment
827 7231
APARTMENTS FOR RENT. Central lonclon
2 Bedrooms Available May-luly Call
866-3503 kit more ink)
SUMMER SUBLET - $350 a month. 1 bdnri
apt 010113. 2 inks both campus. CAll. Kim
581-4932 Rm. 236 or Melany 581-4643
Rrn 204
BANGOR \ler\ quits 1 BR. newly renovated
single ,trA Newt furnished. private entrance
a Perfect for non-cooker wiout pet Asailable
May 15 or June 1 September 1 Asking
onls $250/month ux util Deposit and
3 month lease requested
Call foe at 941-9382
FOR SALE
FOR SALE: i-li.k-r (Nanturn :83. Diesel.
Turbo. Gout Condition, hi miles but price is
ngild 
_ 
to_sei, _Call Josh 866-4553
1 
1979 FORD FIESTA; Good Condition and
arw-parts:-Standant-71006-Mi
$80IX Must-seil-5g1-4614 Kftien- THERE S.-A JOS IOR YOU
IN A SUMMER CAMP • '
HELP WANTED
HILLTOP HEALTH CLUB is kvking lor part
flinch* lot. nod fall. For more inkirmation
CALL: 581-4809 Applicabons due hs
April 19th
BAR HARBOR PAP1f1YMENT atRos.ilic's
Pizza. Room provided. good pas arid bonus
CAL1:, 942-6511. Keep trying
--,-
WMEB SEEKS A SPOOSPOIRECrOR kit
the coming academic year Position involves
coordinabon of sport broadcasts. staff
complete media hockes• polL Pi pouton.
work studs' available Appls 106Tast Annot
or Call 2112 %veld...vs 5 •
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
CRUISE SHIP 'OBS now hiring men and
women Summer and career opportunities
(will train) bus-Bent pas plus world trawl
Hawaii. Bahamas, Caribbean. 1k
NOW (206) 716 7000 brt 3531 (('all
refundable)
BAR HARBOR SIMMER siren
SLA AXING GUIDES
Coastal Kayaking Tours of Bar Harbor is
seeking quahhed men and women k-) work as
ides leading half-das. full dav. and multi
loin in the Acadia National Park area
nu must enios working ukiependentls and
good kadership silk Maine Guide,
Lerraw a plus -
BIKE- SH(IP STA!!
kacha Bike and Can of Bar Harbor seeks
staff k.) work in buss bike
taliloukoperinin If you like hikes and
• woriung with the public. we would like
lo hear from you
BIKE MECHANIC
!1/41echanx wanted to work in the maintenance
and repair ol our rental fleet of 150 Cannon-
dale and l'siunki bikes You will harde reeats
of uskeners bikes as well You should haw
a haw working knowledge of hike mot
Rept\ to ACADIA BIKE AND
(ANOE/COASTAL KAYAKING TOURS Inc.
PO Box 405, Bar Harbor. ME 04609. or
Welke-Inc 288-9605.
-EDUCATION- CRLDEIS
-
 LOST _AN D FOL.1 D
LOST GREY AND PINK SCHWINN
Racing Bike. 12 Speed (Gets st)le).
World Spon. IMPORTANT IF IOU KNOW
ANYTHING ABOUT TH5 BIKE PLEASE
CALL I AM OFFERING:A-REWARD. last
seen in the back of Cumberland Hall.
Kane 581-4931
FOUNIYONTITONIEtTKEY CHAIN
with Gal's Lawnrice High dass nn g and
Hughes Bros- bOffAt oPenet rauftd betimen
.Androscoggin and Knox THaff -r.:Attleatr—
Sinclair Rin 221 Andro 58.1-4914
LOST: Two U.S. Soviet Pairing Program
T-Shirt size large. IF found Call: 4581-
FOUND. Man's wedding ring. CALL
581-4839 kei give a description of it. Ask kit
Laura in room 426
ROOMMATES WANTED 
Ni.10almatiP ka A trailer This surnmer  Murc
int() 827-4737
The American Caning Associabon (NY) w
fTI&OW application available b owe 300
camps In the Northeast Exahng oppottumhes
kit college students and professionals. Posi-
horn available: all land and water *;_ris.
'Aides. kitchen. maintenance. COLLEGE
CREDIT AVAILABLY CALL OR WRITE
FOR APPLICATION. AMERICAN
CAMPING ASSOCIATION. 43 W. 23 St..
New Tait. NY 10010. 1-800-777-CAMP
PERSONALS
HEADING MR EUROPE. THIS SUMMER
(OR ANYTImEr let there from Logan or
1FK for no rrx3re than $160 with .AIRHITCH
as reported in G3nsurriet Reports, NY Times,
let's GO, Newsday, Good Housekaping. 'and
-------- cM-netwkirk Morning shows. For details.
Call (212) 8642000 or write:
2901 Broadway-. Suite 100A,
NY. NY 10025 kIRHITH
TYPING SERVICE
Typing service. reasonably raigc (Al I
827 3368 ANYTiME.
4-Baseball Tc—oidissed from page.19)
Gallagher promptly threw an attemp-
ted pickoff toss away, allowing Scott to
advance to first base.
Seguin doubled over .a shortened out-
field to drive in Scott and later scored
from third on a wild pitch.
Winkin noted that Scott, Seguin,
D'Andrea and Burlingame, the four
freshmen, all came through.
"This series had a lot of pressure, and
most of it was on the shoulders of these
kids," Winkin said. "And they all
while Hartford's Babe Ruth, Brian
Crowley, had a difficutl day, going two-
for-sesen with no RBIs.
Game two saw Burlingame and Gars
Gallagher, who came into the game own-
ing a 3-0 record against UMaine, both
pitched well but some Hawk mistakes
and kes hits helped to break the game
open.
In the third inning. Tim Scott got a
break when his slow grounder down the
first base line hit the base and stayed
away long enough for him to slide in
safely.
'No runs in the fifth inning all but put
the lid on any chance for a split for
Hartford.
Scott walked, advanced to second on,\
a wild pitch, was advanced to third by
Seguin and came home on a single by
Bill Anthoine through a drawn-in
infield.
Anthoine stole second and scored on
an RBI single by Taylor.
The only remaining suspense was
dismissed by reliever Mike 1,eBlanc, who
got Hartford to ground into a double
play with the bases loaded in the sixth.
LeBlanc pitched the seventh inning for
his seventh save.
"We did not do the job at all to-
day." Hartford Head Coach. Dan
Gooley. "The games today were ones we
had to win, but we didn't come up with
the tight effort."
Winkin was definitely in high spirits.
"We played like a good Maine team
should. This team has a chemistry."
, This could be bad news for the rest of
the ECAC. New-England- conference.
Penobscot Terrace Apartments
Now renting 5 bedroom
townhouse apartments.
$685 per month.
includes heat and hot water.
1/2- mile from .the UM campus
Call 866-7414
and leave a message for Mrs. Strawn
PEER
EDUCATOR
PROGRAM A program through
Residential Life.
Estabrooke Hall
581-4561
PEER EDUCATORS NEEDED!
_ Opportunities are available to become a Peer Educator -
for Residential Life's Peer Educator Program:
&quire kns-isttesige in the areal 01 sekualtty. hie skills. academics. and student development
• develop skills in communication -program deselopment. and workshop presentation
• appts your knowledge and skills an prowileig learning materials and opportunists to vour.peen
OU ARE A POTENTIAL PEER - EDUCATORS IF YOU...
• 11411W good -communication skills • am opeicie _teaming
• 'able to work independentls like to work With others
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IF YOU
• nuir-workstuds or not -haw student status
• art matt or female
• .
• MT interested in worktry
f 10 hours per week
/la OP YOUR APPLICATION AT:
Itetidential Life Program Office
Estabrooke Hall
Or Call 5814561, Sheri Cousins
There will be all information session on Wednesday. April Oth
et 430 p.as. -b—the Proilearn Office. Estabrooke Hall
The Daily. Maine Can
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Kristiansen, Mekonnen win-Boston Marathon
BOSTON (AP) — Though it couldn't
make up for missing the Olympics.
Abebe Mekonnen ran like a - gold -
medalist and became a champion Mon-
day at the 93rd Boston Marathon.
Ingrid Kristiansen, meantime, beat
Joan Benoit Samuleson for the first time
eser in winning her second Boston
Nlarat hen.
Mekonnen broke away from Juma
Ikangaa with about 1 1-2 miles left in the
26-mile, 385-yard test from the town
green in Hopkinton to the Back Bay in
Boston, to win in 2 hours, 9 minutes, 6
seconds — the sev..enth-(astest clocking,
in -the race's history.
The 25-year-old Ethiopian missed the
1988 Olympic marathon because his
country joined North Korea's boycott of
the Seoul Games. And though he said
he was happy he won Monday, he add-
ed: "I don't consider it my Olympic
race. "
This year's second- and third-place
nrushers were the same as last year's —
I kangaa in 2:09:56 and John Treacy of
Ireland in 2:1014. _
Kenya's Ibrahim Hussein, last year's
Boston champion and the first African
to win the race, wound up fourth in
2:12:41, followed by John Campbell, 40,
of New Zealand, in 2:14:19. Campbell's
time smashed the Boston course record
for Masters of 2:17:53, set last year by
Rvszard Masczak of Poland.
Meanwhile, Kristiansen's bid to
become- --the first sub-2:20 women's
marathoner evaporated in the heat and
humidity.
She led every step of the women's race
and was not seriously challenged after
the early stages, winning the 2:24:33, the
third-fastest for a woman over the
..ourse.
LPG W YOUR MOW
WILLUAIILE POSSESSION.
PAU IT ON
Of all the riches you could
lemma your familr-the
most precious is the gift of
Nt_iur bequest to the
Arnerican Heart Association
assures that priceless legacy
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heart disease prevention
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If she was unable to crack 2:20 or even
break he world-best of 2:21:06...she bad
no difficulty in beating the gallant,
injury-plagued Samuelson.
Samuelson, the 1984 Olympic cham-
pion and course record-holder at 2:22:43,
struggled in ninth in 2:37:51.
The confident Kristiansen said she
was not concerned about Sameulson,
who has been beset by hip, knee and
back injuries over the past four years and
also took time off from running to give
birth to a daughter in October 1987.
This was the third meeting between
Kristiansen arid Samuelson. the two
fastest women's marathoners in history.
Samuelson had won the two previous
races - at the 1984 Los Angeles Games,
where Kristiansen was fourth, and at
Chicago in 1985, when Samuelson set
the American record of 2:21:21 and her
Norwegian rival was second.
"She didn't affect my race," Kris-
tiansen said. "I was in better shape than
her,"
It was Kristiansen's 12th victory in 20
marathons and her second at Boston.
She won her first- Bostontitie in 1986 in
2:24:55.
Marguerite Buist of New Zealand
finished second amoung the women in
2:29:04 and Kim Jones of Spokane,
Wash., the fifth-place finisher in last
year's U.S. Olympic Trials, was third in
2:29:34.
"He is a good runner, but he has no
(see RUN page 23)
Join the number I pass-time activity in the world today!!
!'HORTICULTURE!!
The.,oults !tiled beii . an. open to all studoits who have --aailiiiereit in.
any phase of .horbrulturs'
PSS 110; Horticulture 3 credits, T lh 1112.15
General hortkultural pnrx pies and practxtsas mimed to fruits.
vegetables and iirnarnentalN
iNS 120. Herbaceous Linciscape Plants I (mitts I in 10 11
T 1-3 or W 911
Coven the identification. culture and uses of herbaceous plant ma-
terial tor landscape situations
I'SS 122. WOody Landscape Plants..3 uedits. I III 10 11
.T 1-3 or W 9- 1 1
COVVI3 the identifx:atioo. 'culture and uses of trri-_c shrubs .3nd ground
COWIS suitable kit New England landscapes.
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Ozzie shows Mets and league he's back
ST. LOUIS (AP) Erase any doubts
about Ozzie Smith coming back. The St. .
Louis shortstop did.
Smith, who missed the Cardinals' first
seven games because of a fib-cage injury.,
debuted with a flair in two weekend
games against the New York Mets.
He had five hits in eight at-bats as the
Cards won both Saturday and Sunday. 
Smithsingled twice in St. Louis Smut-
day, his second hit setting up the winn-
ing run in the 10th inning. On Sunday,
after the Cardinals trailed 2-0, his three
singles ignited another comeback.
It wasn't until shortly before
Saturday's nationally televised that
team physician Stan London gave Smith
permission to play.
"Actually it was about five minutes
before the game," Smith said. "I told
Dr. London that I'd done all the things
that he'd asked me to do, throw on the
run, turn the double play and all those
those things and I didn't feel any
pain."
Still. Manager WhiterMerzog had
reservations about Smith being ready.
"The doctor said he was all right ,but
. you still worry,", Herzog said. "(But)
the first play he made he landed on his
side. If he didn't get hurt than he's not
going to get hurt."
Smith said he did nothing extraor-
dinary in his rehabilitation..
"I've been riding a (stationary) bike,
which is the only thing I could have
done," he „said. •
First. baseman Pedro Guerrero said
Smith's return, which sent fill-in Jose
Oquendo back to second base, boosted
the St. Louis mood. .
"It's a lot different with Ozzie at
shortstop and Oquendo at second
base," Guerrero said. "It seemed like
- we went out there to win the game. We
battled to extra innings, and we played
great defense."
Smith, after a postgame rubdown he
received at home Saturday from his wife,
came back Sunday with a two-RBI
per
"As long as .1 can play without any
pain, then everything is fine," Smith
said. "I guess it goes to show that winn-
ing is much more thanreally being able
to make the big play or get a big hit. It's
.• being able to help your team from a
psychological standpoint. and hopeful-
ly I did -that. "
"When you play a ballclub such as the
Mets, with their outstanding pitching,
anytime you can beat them it's cry
pOsitive," Smith said. "Our goal right
now is to try to win as many games on
this. home stand as we can. I think that
will give us a big boost."
"HOWI MADE $18,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS."
When my friends and I graduated
from high-s'thool, we alITOOk-part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes arid
hamburger joints, putting iriTOniehours
for little pay.
- Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
'Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
- They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurri-
caries-and notAs-. They're=atso an
important part of our country's military
defense.
So. since I'm helping theirillo such
an important job. they're helping me
make it through school.
As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me.a cash
bonus of $2,000.. I'm also getting -
another S5.000 for tuition 4nd books.
thanks to the New,G1 Bill.
.N-ot to mention my monthly Army 
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11.000 bver the six years-
I'm:in the Guard. / •
And if I take out 4 college ban, the
Guard will help me pay it back—up to
.S1,500 a year. plus iriterest. •
It all adds up to $1,48.000 —or More
-- -for college for just a little of my time.
--Vitt that's-a-heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP-PUT
YOU T upH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YO LOCAL RECRUITER
-FOR DETAILS,CALLTOLL-FREE -
800638-7600 OR MAIL THIS
COUPON,.  
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good finish." NIckonnen said of
lkangaa.
-This is a great sictory, coming after
the two in Rotterdam and Milan." he
added. "It helped a lot during the race.
It gave me a good impression. That's
why I won today."
Mekonnen called the undulating
Boston course difficult. - • --
-Too many ttphills and downhills, "
he said.
Ireacy, the 1944 Olympic silver
medalist, was not with the lead pack car •
l). but gradually worked his way into
 contention, closing to within about 60
-meters of the two Africans near the 23.
mile point,. Hut he couldn't sustain his
charge. .
"I'm disappointed." Treacy *said.
after his third consecutive third-place
marathon finish, including last
Noveinber's New York City Marathon.
He also failed to complete the Olympic
marathon in October.
"I figured he (Mekonnen) was the gu
to beat because of the sictorics by the
Ethiopians and because he had been
training hard.
. "I knew they had gone out bard--and
the pact was too much for me".
—Hussein, another non-finisher in-the
Olympics, said he was happy with
finishing in the top five because of his
Olympic failure.. 
-He also called the pace too ,fast. •
The first U.S. men's finisher Months
was Herb Wills of Tallahassee. Ha. He
was 10th in 2:17:40.
The first U.S. women's finisher was
Lisa Weidenbach of Issaquah. Wash.
She placed fifth in 2:33.18.
r
•••••••''....4••=•••••/-
White 'Water Canoe and Kayak
Rumford Rotary Club in Rumford. Maine is sponsoring
a canoe and kayak race on Sunday. April 23rd.
II miles of challenging white water with some breath.
taking scenery. Classes for singles and doubles.
Pnzes will be awarded for Ist,2nd. and 3rd place
For further information contact:
Ed York
Box 419
NAM, ME 04224
5624212
41
Nest orsit
EDDY' PIT
NEW SPEOILS
PRE-MAINE DAY SPECIALS_
50* Drafts
$2.75 Long Island Iced Teas
  $1.50 Coronas
Di- Harold-Kamany
411-DiallioCD4i
Half-price drinks for everyone
$1.50 Molson
IUUCIJUDA
SUPER PARTY-NIGHT
Door prizes every half hour
504 Drafts
*Blue Light Specials*
1
••
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THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON
ZENITH
DATA SYSTEMS
Z-28011
DESKTOP PC GREAT
THINGS
DO COME IN
SMALL
PACKAGES
SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PRICING!
40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE GREAT PERFORMANCE • GREAT PRICE
ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN-
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PIEASE COWACT
- MICROCOMPUTER
'RESOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
II SHISLES HALL, UM
(207) 581-2510
••••
Amman bores!, !SA_ Ilitettard Credo Car* Accepted
MOUSE
AND MICROSOFT WINDOWS
INCLUDED FREE
IBM IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK
OF IBM CORP
Microsoft Windows is a registered trademark of
Microsoft Corp
Pnces imbOect to change vnt kat nowt
•
4z4
•
••••
